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Annual Baby Contest now in full swing
•
SINGSTAUE
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News
in brief
LESSER SENTENCE
Three black males, all accus-
ed of raping a 21-year-old Cana-
dian girl in Fuller State Park were
blessed earlier this week.
Jessie Bobo, 25, of 1592 Fields,
Percy Berry, 20, of 1..;7 Valley
Road and Willie Adams, 23, of
1839 Boxtown, escaped a possible
death penalty on charges of rape
when the victim decided against
pressing charges.
Each received a total of nine
months for "night-riding" and dis-
orderly conduct. Berry was given
an additional three months to r
carrying a dangerous weapon.
•
MASKED INTRUDER
A 26-year-old woman reported
to police that she had been raped
by a masked gunman who appar-
ently had broken into her home
in the Park-Airways area to com-
mit burglary.
The woman stated she w a s
awakened to find the masked man
standing over her bed. She was
then reportedly forced to submit
to him in the kitchen. When she
attempted to call police after the
intruder left, she found the wires
cut, and went to a neighbor.
The woman neglected to say
whether the intruder burglarized
her home or not.
• • •
ACCIDENT VICTIM
Mrs. Lillie Mae Johnson, of
1553 Kansas died last week when
she was struck by a United Cab
driven by James Earl Hunt near
her home.
Mrs. Johnson, 45, became the
63d victim of traffic deaths this
year in Memphis, as compared to
59 for the same period last year.
* • *
YOUTH INDICTED
Jay Anthony Conley, 17, of 339
Vance, was indicted last week by
a Shelby County Grand Jury on
charges of murder.
Claude Frank Smith, 20, of 347
Vance was shot to death outside
a pool hall July 23 during an al-
leged argument between the two.
• • •
BODY RECOVERED
Pfc. Robert W. Rounds Jr.,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rounds
of 594 Handy Mall, was recovered
late last week after drowning in
Milford Lake, in Kansas.
The 22-year old soldier h a d
been reportedly swimming with
five other soldiers, all from Ft.
Riley, at the time the accident oc-
curred.
Pfc. Rounds, a member of St.
John Baptist Church, also leaves
five brothers and four sisters.
King, full of soul...
B.B. "Blues Boy" King shows the feeling of Soul on his face
as he belts out one of his tunes during last week's ceremonies
honoring him (See photos and story on back page.)
MIAGSLIV wins
temporary bout
Monday, State Rep. Harold Ford and
two members of his investigating com-
mittee (Reps. Thomas Powell and J.
Williams) held an "ad hoc" meeting
with complainants against the MLG&W
after their scheduled hearing had been
postponed until Sept. 2.
Present at the meeting which aired
the views of several citizens fighting the
25-day extension law, passed earlier
this year making it "unconstitutional"
to fix a late charge on light, gas and
water bills, was Mrs. Cornelia C r e n-
shaw, the premier soldier in the "fight
for the citizens of Memphis".
No representative of the MLG&W
was present at the meeting to give
their side of the argument, which has
been taken to court by the utility serv-
ice.
Rep. Ford stated "we are getting
our lawyers set to go into court any day
now. The MLG&W has no grounds to
contest the law, but the worst part is the
law has passed, and they have refused
to obey it until they win a reversal."
One local gentleman at the meeting
who was invited to speak to the group
as another complainant said, "it's bad
enough they raised the rates .. . but the
service has steadily declined in t h e
black neighborhoods, as far as garbage
disposal is concerned. They used t o
come around two or three times a week,
now they come maybe once a week. Yet
they steadily complain about how blacks
move into a neighborhood, and it depre-
ciates."
Mr. Ford added that the group has
enlisted the aid of crusader, Ralph Na-
der, in their fight against the MLG&W,
Mrs. Crenshaw holds
eviction 'open house'
Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw, without
utilities for the past 26 months in pro-
test of the city's sewerage and garbage
fees, held open house Sunday in anti-
cipation of being evicted Tuesday, Aug.
24.
"I don't know why they waited
until now to attempt this eviction", she
said before the fatal day arrived, "It
may have been the investigation of
MLG&W, or possibly it is a result of
my bucking the system."
The anticipated eviction dicet come
about.
A Memphis and Shelby County
Health dept. notice was left on Mrs.
Crenshaw's door Aug. 17 designating
Aug. 24 as the eviction date.
"Something like this happened about
a year ago, but the suit was thrown
out of court as the man had never been
to my house to inspect it."
Upon receiving this recent notice,
Mrs. Crenshaw said, "I called the man
whose name was at the bottom of the
notice, Mr. Kimm, to find out when
they wanted to inspect my house, which
was said to be 'unsanitary', but he
hasn't made it yet.
'They sent me another notice later,
telling me to correct the unsanitary
conditions before August 24, as required
by city ordinances, or I would be taken
to court and prosecuted."
Mrs. Crenshaw added that she felt
it was impossible to expect justice
when ` fighting city hall', but called the
open house "so the people can come and
see the so-called unsanitary conditions."
Start new sickle team
Plans were started last week for a
local organization which will aid in
educating the community to the serious-
ness of Sickle Cell Anemia.
This blood disorder which usually
affects Blacks, is an abnormality in
which the red cells become hard and
rigid, making it very difficult for the
blood to flow through the small eapu-
laties. This causes clogging and some
of the disease's more severe symp-
13.B. King,
toms.
The participants at the meeting
were members of various organizations
in the city. The purpose of which was
centered around the University of
Tennessee Medical Unit's federal grant
of $145,000 to study the affects of three
methods of treatment for patients in
Sickle Cell crises.
SEE PAGE 3
Charges reversed...
See Story Below and Page
CITY
EDITION
a.
70c
Soldiers tell
of beating,
then fined
Donald Holmes, 20, of 280 W. Frank,
was fined $26 last week for assault and
battery on a policeman. As in most
cases of alleged police brutality, the
circumstances surrounding the event
usually ends with the police officer in
question winning the verdict, although
the defendant usually is the one with
the bumps and bruises.
The incident, which happened
earlier this month, on a seemingly quiet
Sunday afternoon took a completely
different light as told by Holmes, on
leave from the Army.
His mother, Dorothy Mae Davis,
filed a complaint with the local branch
of the NAACP seeking reconciliation.
Holmes, his 17-year-old wife, his
brother Michael, 15, his sister, Debra
Ann, 18, two cousins aged 15 and 18.
and his mother all went to the Krystal
Hamburger drive-in on Lamar Ave..
Sunday evening, Aug. 8.
Once inside, Mrs. Davis said, "my
youngest son (15.year-old Michael)
asked a white lady in the restaurant, if
she would mind moving down one seat
so he could sit with the rest of the
family, and she began cursing him. A
man with the lady picked up a sugar
jar and attempted to hit him."
Holmes said, "that's when I walked
over and asked the man why he was
going to hit my brother, then I sug-
gested we leave and go someplace
else."
Mrs. Davis said then the Security
guards stopped them at gunpoint and
said no one was to leave til the Memphis
police arrived.
"When the police came," said
Holmes. "They took us all to the station
and put - me in front, with handcuffs on
me. Then they took me inside the sta-
tion and beat me for no reason."
Mrs. Davis added in her complaint,
"At the Armour substation where Don-
ald was being held, Gladys (Donald's
wife) and my daughter were slapped
by police officers when they asked to
get medical attention for Donald.
"When I asked about the children
at the station, the police officers there
cursed me, and told me to sit down or
they'd put my 'a-s in jail too."
Last week, when the case came be-
fore City -
 Court Judge, Ray W.
Churchill, patrolman P.D. Lamb, testi-
fied that Donald hit him in the face
while going up the steps to the station.
Lamb added that he didn't strike
Holmes, but merely held the soldier's
arms.
Charges of disorderly conduct were
brought against almost every member
of the family, but were all dropped by
the judge.
Donald was also given a suspended
10-day jail term.
Local Black Panthers
blast Jackson 'murder'
In light of the recent death of
George Jackson, one of the three "Sole-
dad Brothers," who was killed in an
alleged escape attempt from San Quen-
tin Prison in California, last Saturday,
shock waves were felt here in Memphis.
Janice Payne, defense minister of
the local chapter of the Black Panther
Party, commented on the incident.
"One of the greatest fallacies con-
cerning the murder was the statement
regarding a gun that was supposedly
smuggled into the prison. We know for
a fact that this couldn't be true. George
Jackson, and no one else in the maxi-
mum security wing had any visitors
that day."
Deputy Minister of Information,
Maurice Lewis said, "we don't have all
the information and facts surrounding
the murder of one of our most beloved
and courageous comrades, brother
George Jackson, but we do know that
the pig warden, James Parks, has told
several contradictory stories of how
George obtained the alleged gut."
Mrs. Doris Maxwell, mother of one
of the two surviving Soledad Brothers
was removed from the courtroom hear-
Contest Rules
The second Annual Tri-State De-
fender Baby Contest begins Sept. 4,
and will run through Nov. 27. Many
prizes will be given away, such as
a color TV, a black and white TV,
clothing and food certificates, ra-
dios, baby furniture, and a year's
supply of milk and baby food. All
persons living in the Tri-State area
(Miss., Ark., Tenn.) are eligible to
participate. Voting for contestants
will be handled under the guide-
lines set forth on the subscription
form found elsewhere in each paper
starting next week. All babies who
are under two years of age at the
close of nominations (Oct. 30) are
eligible. A glossy black and white
photo should be mailed to the Tri-
State Defender along with the nom-
ination form by parents, friends
and relatives of any baby. Prizes
will be awarded to the top ti babies
at the close of the contest.
ing as a result of her outbursts to the
statements being given, which set off
a brawl leaving several San Francisco
police officers and the baliff injured.
"George's mother is a completely
different persi-n," added Mrs. Payne.
"Eleven years ago she would have cried
over his death." The grief and hardships
George and his mother suffered over
the years have embittered her to the
point where she feels his death makes
him a symbol of what he stood for.
"But to my knowledge she has yet
to shed a tear. She said she's proud
that George is her son," added Mrs.
Payne.
Mrs. Payne closed the interview
with: "If I die, it would be of great
satisfaction to me knowing that my
son's mouth would not be closed . . .
They can kill revolutionaries, but they
can't kill a revolution."
Miss Black America...
NEW YORK— Joyce Warner, 20, of Tallahassee, Fla., is a study in
regal beauty after being crowned Miss Black America of 1971 at Madi-
son Square Garden here. The five-feet, ten
-inch winner tips the scales
at 139 pounds and is a senior psychology major at Florida ASA univer-
sity.
Lucy, receive highest honors
See Back Page
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New faculty a
New faculty and admini-
strative staff members for
LeMoyne-Owen College were
announced this week by
President Odell Horton.
Joining the faculty are Dr.
Vincent Sheppard, educa-
tion: Dr. Clyde Parshall.
psychology; Dr. Elbe r t
Hayes. chemistry; Dr. Mary
Dauenhsuer, mathematics;
John Buss. economics; Dr.
Uhl Ube. economics; Dr.
Barbara Frankle, history;
Mrs. Edward 1.. Thomp,:on,
sociology; Dr. J. A. Sofola,
socNology; Larry Clark, geo-
Finley
passes'
CPA
exams
The Otha L. Brandon,
Certified Public Accounting
firm announces that Mack
Finley Jr. has passed the
CPA examination that w a s
given in Ntay. 1971. being the
first black person to pass the
examination in t e n (10)
years.
Fines K as born in Como.
m:ssissippi and was raised
in Memphis, Tennessee. He
attended the Booker T.
Washington High School
where he achieved in b o t
.urricula and estra-curricti
inmates. He received fur-
ther training in business ad-,
ministration and accounting
at DePaul University in Chi-
cago, Illinois and Memph,
State Llruversit.
Finley :s one of the few
black persons in America to
aehieve the CPA status.
Based on information avail-
able in :Ms °thee, he is
one of three black CPA's in
the state of Tennessee. The
other two are Jesse H. Tur-
ner and Otha L. Brandon.
both reside in Memphis.
Finley is currently em-
ployed as manager of the
firm. He has been associ-
ated with the Otha L. Bran-
don CPA firm since it open-
ed offices in Memphis in
1969: thus he has worked
with the firm throughout its
phenomenal growth period.
Finley is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Mack Finley Sr. of
493 Alston ave.
graphs.; Atty. Jeff Feibel
man, history; Miss Sarita
Patton, director of student
teaching; Robert Owens, di-
rector of the choir: Dr. Adri-
an Marie Hofstetter. biology
and environment, and liar-
din Jones, returning from a
leave of absence, biology.
William Cross returned to
his post as dean o f stu-
dents after a year's leave:
Mrs. Ruby Howze, who had
served as counselor and di-
rector of student teaching.
vias appointed a full-time
counselor and Charles Bai-
ley was shifted from the so-
ciology department to I Ii e
post of director of the co l-
iege s Upward Bound proj-
ect.
New administrative staff
members are Luther Jose
Martinez, career counselor
and placement director;
Lynn flardin. director of ad-
missions: games Harris. as-
sistant to the .president of the
college and instructor in fi-
nance, and Larry Suarez.
deputy director of the Mem-
phis Community Edileati:m-
al Project.
Mr. Cross and Mr Jones,
both graduates of LeMoyne-
Owen, have been on leave
studying toward Ph.D. de-
grees.
Mr. Hardin. Mr. Harris
and Miss Patton. also Le-
Moyne-Owen graduates, are
returning to the c a m pus
with master': degrees.
Mr. Suarez is a 1971 grad-
uate of LeMoyne-Owen
Le-Moyne NASHVILLE, Tenn. — OnIRS
August 12. Bryon M or ton
Miller, 18 year old attorney
licensed to practice in Ten-
nessee and who formerly re-
sided In Nashville, w a s
named in a 31-count indict-
ment in U. S. District
Court in Chicago.
Miller , a former Internal
Revenue Agent in Chicago
from June 1967 to February
1968 and who now resides in
Chicago, was charged with
aiding and assisting in the
preparation of 16 fraudulent
Income tax returns which
showed deductions totalling
$133.327.41 of vchich $88,726.-
82 were false and untrue.
He was also charged with
representing taxpayers and
receiving fees for preparing
Attending the Regional Campaign Manage-
ment Seminar in Swanee, Tenn.. were (left
to right) Rep. Lamar Baker, 3d Dist.; Miss
I.ee Brooks: Mrs. Keith Spurrier, National
Committeewoman. and Rett Jo ner; (back
row I Randy Schultz, Bob Rattan, Pat lit•
ford and Jim Hale.
Public health warning...
indicts two
tax returns while an employ-
ee of Internal Revenue Serv-
ice. The indictment also
charged that Miller falsified
his application for employ-
ment with IRS and signed
and filed his own fraudulent
Income tax return for 1967
which showed deductions of
$13,123.16 when he knew he
was entitled to deductions of
only $1,373.16.
A Federal Grand Jury in
Nashville also returned a
three-count indictment
against Charles F. G a I.
breath, 727 Summerly dr.,
Nashville, for willfully at-
tempting to evade hts in-
come taxes for the' Ye ar s
1965, 1966, and 1967.
The charges state that
Galbreath, a Criminal Court
Judge of Appeals in N a s h-
ville, under-reported his
come for the three-year peri-
od by $49,748.86 resulting in
an alleged evasion of $12,-
971.78 in taxes.
Galbreath, 48. Wig elected
the first Public Defender of
Metropolitan Nashville and
Davidson County in 1902 and
was elected to the Criminal
Court of Appeal s in 1968,
where he has served as
Judge since that time.
James A. O'Hara, District
Director of Internal Revenue
in Tennessee, said income
tax evasion is a violation of
Section 7201, Title 26 of the
U, S. Code, which provides
that upon conviction a fine
of not more than $10.000 or
imprisonment of not more
than 5 years, or both, can
be imposed for each count.
Real estate me eting
The local chapter of the
National Real Estate Brok-
ers, Inc.. will hold its regu-
lar meeting Saturday. Sept.
4 at 8 p.m. in the office of
Adkins Real Estate in t h e
Metro Plaza Shopping Cen-
ter on E. H. Crump blvd.
We urge all our members
to make a special effort to
be present at this very im-
portant meeting. Those at-
tending the convention in
Atlanta will brief you on
Soup may contain botulism
Physicians W h II the
State of Tennessee were urg-
,d to be especially aware to
Alumni returns...
State Sen. Cecil Partee. Chicago. (left) a '44 grad of
Tennessee State addressed the 59th Summer Baecaluareate
exercises last week. Seen in the photo above is Sen. Partee
talking over the program with Dr. Torrence. (Photo by
Joe Zinn)
Registration deadline
The permanent registration
office at 157 Poplar opened
Saturday. Aug. at. from 8
a.m. until 4:30 p.m. for voter
registration and changes ,it
address.
Persons 18 years of a.:.•
and older who are permanent
residents of Shelby County
are eligible to register f o r
voting.
Registration must be made
in person and you must bring
identification with you re,
fleeting your name and co--
rect. address. Items accept-
able for this purpose are
Drivers license, personalized
check, bills or statements,
clinic, library, or credit
cards, and utility receipt. If
you are under 21, you will
need to present proof of age
such as birth certificate,
drivers license. or draft card
Changes of address can be
handled by mail. hut a
LEGALNOTICETOBIDDERs
Proposals will be received by the
Memphis Housing Authority at
its office at 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tennessee. until 10
o'clock A.M., C.D.S.T., Friday,
September 3. 1971, for the fur-
nishing of the following equip-
ment F.O.B., 3716 Winchester
Road. Memphis, Tennessee, trans-
portation prepaid:
10 - 6 Cubic Yard Containers
6 -2 Cubic Yazd Containers
with 6 inch rubber casters
(for garbage and trash)
Specifications.. are available at the
'Memphis Housing Authority Of-
fice, 700 Adams Avenue,
Memphis, Tent essee.
Time of delivery must be stated
in proposalThe Memphis Housing
Authority reserves the right to
reject any and all turf, to waive
any informality, in the "ids and
to place the award with whom-
soever it may elect
Address proposals to is. E
Null, Memphis Housing Aothor.
ity. 700 Adams Avenue,Memphis,
Tennessee, and mark "BlD ON
STEEL CONTAINERS FOR
GARB.%GE AND TRASH.-
MEMPHLS HOUSINGAUTHORI TY
Orelle Ledbetter
change of name must be a
new registration art6. the-e-
fore, must be made in per-
:on. Change,- of address
made by ,mail must be psi-:-
the symptoms of botulism
since almost 5.000 cans of
Campbell's Chicken Vegeta-
ble Soup thought to be con-
taminated with organisms
causing the disease are un-
accounted for in the State.
The notice of State docti rs
came from Dr David L.
Freeman. Assistant State
Epidemiologist, of the Ten-
nessee Department of Pub-
lic Health.
The suspected cans unac-
counted for in the State
are thought to be on gro-
cers' shelves or in homes.
These suspected can goods
may be identified by t h e
code numbers 07-P13 which
is embossed in the metal
on the top or bottom of the
can.
No cases of botulism from
this suspected lot of canned
goods has been found in
the 16 state area in which
the food was distributed in-
cluding Tennessee.
Botulism, according to Dr.
Freeman, often produces
progressive paralysis on both
sides of the body, double vi-
sion, dilated pupils difficul-
ty in swallowing and speak-
ing. These are often accom-
panied by diarrhea and
Nix divorce fee
II the ministers in this city
soddenly go on strike, or
form a sit-in for higher
wages, don't be at all sur-
prised.
Business for 'these Profes-
sional men who tie the knots
of Holy matrimony is due
for a startling revival.
RPcently, the Mem ph
ind Shelby County Leg a I
Services Assn. headed by at-
torney Lee F. Miller Jr..
won a battle for those seek-
ng and have filed The ' suit was Originally
as "indigent" or unable to filed- in behalf of three wom-
pay the standard 810 c ash —
fee in advance and the 515
proctors fee for filing.
In tearing down this legal
.wall women separated from
their husbands will no long-
er be "forced to rem a in
within the constraints A n d
restrictions of unbearable
marriages, causing gre a t
damage to themselves and
nears
marked by mid-night Sept.
7.
Tuesday. Soptember 7, is
the deadline for registering
or mak.ng any change on
your registration in o:der to
be eligible to vote in the
Municipal Election on Oct
7. or in the run-off election
on Nov. 4
BLENDED WHISKEY • 96 PROOF • 65'. GRAIN IA EUTRAL SPIRITS :1971 CALVERT 01ST. CO., LOUISVILLE, NY.
Soft Whiskey
'a la mode.
The hardest thing about it is the rocks.
Calvert Extra.The Soft Whiskey.
their minor children, that
are unable to enjoy the so-
cial status of single women
but must bear the social
consequences of their h u s-
band's desertions."
The average cost for a di-
vorce in Memphis is S250.
unless a property and .ts set-
tlement is involved. Ho w.
ever, those cases involving
low-income f a m ilie s, are
handled tree of chaage.
en. Blanche E. Joint*. Del-
sa Lee Fleming and Geral-1
dine Alian and "all othersi
similarly situated."
Filing of the suit maintain-,
ed that all three sought di- 1
vorces but were unable to
pay the fees attached.
Now that the law is "wa
ter under the bridge." those
sly young men previousiyl
'sheltered bv the fact that
"she was married:' will
have to f:nd a new way to
fend against popping the
question.
vomiting and the symptoms
may appear from 12 hours
to 3 days after consuming
the contaminated food.
Specific treatment includes
giving antitoxin immediately
and preventive antitoxin
should be administered im-
mediately to persons without
symptoms who have eaten
the contaminated food.
Physicians who suspect
botulism may obtain assist-
ance from the Tennessee
Department of Public
Health.
some of the latest trends in
real estate business, for
builders, brokers and sales-
men.
The NAREB invites all
who have vet to join, a n d
asks that Sept. 4 be marked
on your calendar.
President of the gro u p,
Edward Davis has great
plans for all who attend, and
wishes to remind indepen-
dent brokers that 'where
there's unity, the r es
strength.'
Alumni
meeting
The Memphis Al u m ni
Club of LeMoyne-Owen Col-
lege will conduct its fi r s t
monthly meeting of the new
school year at 5 p.m. Sun-
day, Sept. 5.
Mrs. Rubye D. SPigh t.
president of the club, said
the meeting will be held on
campus, as usual. in the
Alumni Room of the Hollis
F. Price Library.
LEARN TO DRIVE
It You Have Any Trouble What so over •
In Getting Driver license
Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
A lining called Quick List.
It's a handy sticicum, hangum thing For
the telephone numbers you use the most.
It's coming soon. So loolc For it.
Quick List.
A great little thing from
South Central Bell.
@ South Central Bel
Here's what Merle Smith,
Long Distance Operator,
has to say about Quick Li*
............
111r11
IMO MENG •. : ... • •
.................. .• •
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CME holds 14th session
The Fourteenth Session of
the J a ckson-Memphis-Ten-
nessee Conference of the
Christian Methodist Episco-
pal Church will convene
September 8-12 at Martin
Memorial Temple C.M.E.
Church, 61 South Parkway
East. Rev. Paul Fowlkes,
host pastor; Rev. W. E.
Stone - host eresiding Elder;
'Die ht. Rev. B. Julian
Smith, pressling Bish op.
Bishop Smith presides over
the First Episcopal Iptrict
which comprises the States
of Tennessee and Arkansas.
Civil
service
drops
exams
Hammond B. Smith, South.
eastern Director of the U.S.
Civil Service Commission, an-
nounced in Atlanta that ef-
fective September 1, 1971, the
Commission will no longer
recruit and examine appli-
cants for jobs in the Post
Office.
On that date the newly
formed U.S. Postal Service
will begin operation of its
own examining program. The
applications of persons who
have previously established
eligibility with the CSC for
Post Office jobs will be
turned over to the Postal
Service. For the immediate
future these applications will
be used to fill postal vacan-
cies.
Anyone interested in em-
ployment with the Po,tal
Service should inquire at
their local Post Office
He resides • in Memphis.
The theme of the Confer-
ence is "The Mieister and
His Ministries."
The Conference will open
Wednesday morning Septem-
ber 8 at 10:00 a.m, with the
Holy Communion. Bishop
Smith will serve as chief
celebrant. Rev. W. C. Cren-
shaw of Akron, Ohio will de-
liver the communion m e s-
sage.
Outstanding features of
the Conference will include:
Ministers' Annual reports,
Wednesday, 2:30 p.m.; An-
Mod nurses...
nual Missionary Program
Thursday evening, 7:30
p.m.; Annual Laymen's Ex-
pansion Banquet, Friday
evening 7:30 . p.m. at the
Chisca Plaza Hotel; Ordina-
tion Service Saturday, 11:20
a.m.:, Annual Conference
Youth Program Saturday
evening 7:30 p.m.; Inspira-
tional Services will be held
Thursday and Friday at
11:30 a.m. Rev. L. R. Neal,
pastor of Trinity C. M. E.
Church Augusta, Georgia
will be the speaker.
The public is invited to
Fashion ticket for Pro duty, this semi-fit tunic/pant uni-
form. Slim lines are emphasized with bias-tucked arrow
insets. Tailored band collar repeats fine tucking. Big
patch pockets add pro-power and practicality. Front step-
in zipper. Slim, lightly flared pants to match. Of ribbed
knit jersey in 60% ,Fortrel polyester, 40% nylon.
Form sickle coalition
The Memphis Regional
Medical Program has been
asked to cooperate in distri-
bution of information to the
public on this severely crip-
pling and often times fatal
hereditary blood disorder.
They were also asked to look
into the possibilities of setting
up mass screening programs
for the community.
Dr. W. L. Diggs explained
with the aid of slides that
the physical and biological
aspects of this disease af-
fects about 8% of the Black
population.
A panel of doctors and lay-
men answered questions re-
lating to the social and eco-
nomical aspects of the di-
sease as it relates to the
family. It was discussed
during the meeting that
Sickle Cell disease has a
devastating effect on low-in-
come families.
Dr. Joseph Westbrook Jr
with the Board of Education,
acted as chairman. Panelists
were Dr. Alfred Kraus of
the Sickle Cell Center of the
University of Tennessee, and
Mrs. Ernestine Flowers head
of the local Sickle Cell or-
ganization; Dr. Reed of the
Regional Medical Program;
Mose Pleasure of the Mem-
phis and Shelby County
Health and Welfare Planning
Council; Dr. Rudolph Jack-
son of St. Jude Hospital and
Dr. W. L. Diggs of the
Sickle Cell center.
Dr. Jackson told the audi-
ence what symptom's teach-
er's and parents should look
for in children. "When a
child seems completely ex-
hausted; sleeps a great deal
of the time, has recurrent
infections or the whites of
his eyes seems slightly ye?
low."
Also the child may be pale
and have no appitite; his
growth and development may
be behind . . . This is a tip
off that the child may have
Sickle Cell Anemia."
Dr. Jackson also told the
audience that the child sus-
pected of having the disease
should not be allowed to do
anything that might preci-
pitate problems or compli-
cations such as over-exhaus-
tion.
Dr. Diggs stated, "We have
advocated that screening of
all expectant mothers be
done along with the test for
R H Factor."
Diggs said' "is that more
than half of the mothers
"One problem we face,"
dont' show up at the Hospital
until they are in labor."
Mr. Mose Pleasure added
that better delivery systems
are needed in methods of
educating and screeniog the
public, as to heeding the
signs of this dreaded disease,
all of the prominent features
of the Conference. Closing
session of the Annual Co n-
ference will be held at the
C.M.E. Publishing Hous e,
531 S. Parkway East, Sun-
day morning • 10:30 am.
The closing sermon will be
delivered by Bishop Smith
who will also commission
Christian Workers and read
the ministerial appointments
Over 2,000 persons are ex-
pected to attend.
Two join
summer
program
HANOVER, N.H. — Emer-
son Green, Jr., and James
A. Payne both of Memphis,
Tennessee are participating,
this summer, in a summer
transitional program, con-
ducted by A Better Chance
(Independent Schools) a t
Dartmouth College here.
They join approximately
350 young people from across
the nation who have been
selected by the ABC Program
as candidates for admission
t o member independent
schools in September. The
summer session is designed
to help them adjust to the
course work and the indepen-
dent school environment they
can expect to-experience in
the fall.
A Better Chance has re-
cruited and helped fund the
secondary education of some
2,150 boys and girls from
extreme poverty circum-
stances since it was started
in 1964 by 23 schools. Cur-
rently, there are approxi-
mately 100 member schools,
which provide the major por-
tion of the scholarship funds
for the ABC students.
Mr.\Green, the son of Mrs.
Hattie Bell Green of 846 H.
Walker Court, will be
tending Lebanon H.S. in Le-
banon, N.H. in September.
Mr. Payne, the -son of Mrs.
Lena Payne of 930 Lathem,
will attend North Andover
H.S. in North Andover, Mas-
sachusetts.
ABC is conducting summer
programs at Williams Col-
lege, Williamstown Mass.;
Andover Academy, Andover,
Mass.; and Carleton College,
Northfield, Minnesota.
r Ask Your Mother
She Perfers
'KING COTTON
HOT DOGS?
A QUALITY PRODUCT OF THE
NAT BURING PACKING COMPANY
ENOUGH SAID!
Lil Armstrong dies...
CHICAGO — Mrs. Lil Hardin Armstorng, 73, sec-
ond wife of jazz immortal Louis Armstrong, col-
laspes into the arms of Ted left, and Edmond,
right, Saunders, son of bandleader Theodore (Red)
Saunders during ceremonies for the late Satchmo.
Mrs. Armstrong was struck with a heart attack
and died while playing the St. Louis Blues on tile
piano.
ets quiz candidates
The adage: "government
receives it's power from
the governed" comes to
mind at this time for t he
Tennessee Veterans Voters
League. This organization
which over the years has
sought to establish proper
representation for veterans
of all American wars is just-
ly concerned about the wel-
fare of veterans returning
from the Vietnam war.
Through the orderly pro-
cesses of democracy — vat-
Police
Last week, the 'long a.rm
of the law' literally removed
a sleeve of disguise after a
month-long c h arade had
been carried out.
Chief of Police Henry E.
Lux announced that 12 ar-
rests had been made ano six
more in the works in connec-
ing. voter registration, in-
volvement in political cam-
paigns, and the like — the
TVVL has sought to elect
candidates whom they felt
would adequately represent
the veterans of all wars.
Through endorsements, etc.,
this organization says it
has brought squarely before
the face of local and state
politicians the case of vet-
erans.
Veterans, as the record
will show, have unusual dif-
ficulty in acquiring jobs,
housing, etc.. and this or-
ganization sets out to insure
that these difficulties w i 1 1
be overcome.
This Non-Partisan Organi-
zation with offices at 280
Hernando St., Memphis, will
circulate' among the an-
nounced candidates for elec-
tion a questionnaire sheet
Which hopefully will a i d
them in answers to several
questions which are of ut-
most importance to them.
The basic question raised
is what do candidates have
in mind relative to: w bet-
ter housing for veterans (2)
better job opportunities for
veterans (3) better recrea-
tional facilities for all and
(4) an equity of taxes among
all residents.
These items will be used
to screen candidates seeking
endorsements from the Ten-
nessee Veterans Voters
League, said a spokesman
for the group.
'business' nets 18
tion with a burglary ring
here in Memphis.
"Several months ago,"
said Lux, "we (the police)
opened a business located at
33 North Cleveland known as
Security Jewelers. We had
cards printed and adverti,-
ed in the local media
'Confidential Purchases.'
"We of course, held legi-
timate purchases to a mini-
mum."
All totaled, Chief Lux said
the police dept. had invested
approximately 810,000 and
purchased stolen property
with an estimated retail val-
ue of $125,000, over the one
month period the business
was in operation.
"On several occasions,"
added Lux, "we purchased
the loot from a burglary pri-
or to it being reported to us."
Nat'l Catholic nuns initiate
tribunal to resolve problems
nuns from
every state
attend meet
PITTSBURGH, Pa. —
Perhaps the most signifi-
cant action taken by Black
Catholic Sisters during their
fourth annual National Con-
vention at Carlow college in
Pittsburgh recently, was the
formation of a seven-member
Tribunal to deal with some of
the problems facing them.
Effective as of.Sept. 1, 1971
the precedent setting action
is a critical and creative way
of dealing with some of the
problems facing the coun-
try's 900 black religious
women, particularly those
sister, in white religious con-
gregations.
According to reports, the
Tribunal is an answer to the
immediate stresses felt by
the growing number of black
sisters i n temporary vow;
who have little or no security
and legal protection.
These sisters, in predomi-
nately white congregations.
are being asked to leave
or forced to leave through
feelings of alienation from
their congregations because
they have chosen involve-
ment in the black community
over and above commitment
to the white-oriented aposto-
late of their congregation.
The Tribunal will also
make itself available to the
leadership of any religious
congregation which may
seek consultation from the
Tribunal through t h e case-
worker to assist them in de-
liberating upon positions for
the future spiritual and psy-
chological g rowth, apostolic
preparations and best in-
volvements for t heir 'black
religious women.
The purposes of the Tribun-
al are:
to provide grievance proce-
dures and review mecha-
nisms to ensure equal pro-
tection of a black sister's
rights and to arbitrate her
complaints;
to support black sisters
and mediate, when, and if
called upon, between the
black sister and her congre-
gation. Black sisters may
opt to use the Tribunal only
for the consultation; in such
instances, the Tribunal shall
advise the client of strate-
gies s he should utilize to
deal with her congregation;
to service the black com-
munity in the liberation
struggle.
The Tribunal will function
when called upon by a sister
to investigate, review, and
recommend courses of action
to resolve difficulties between
the black sister and her con-
gregation; to advise strate-
gies the sister should em-
ploy to help her congrega.
tion to understand her view-
point.
Plan anti-war rally
The National Peace Action
Coalition (NPAC), organizer
of the massive antiwar dem-
onstrations in Washington,
D. C. and San Francisco on
April 24, 1971. called Presi-
dent Nixo n's announced
wage freeze "part of t h e
price tag American workers
are being forced to pay or
the continuation of the Viet-
nam war."
A statement issued by Jer-
ry Gordon, NPAC co-coordi-
nator. said: "The country is
now seeing clearly the de-
structive effects of the Indo-
china war. Not only are
Americams and Indochinese
still being killed, but the war
is wrecking the nation's eco-
nomy.
"Laird has asked for
eighty billion dollars for the
Pentagon for the coming
year. Meanwhile, American
workers are denied absolute-
ly essential pay increases,
RITES HELD
Mrs. Marjorie Porter Jen-
kins passed away Aug. 15,
1971 In Jefferson, Ohio.
Born in Memphis, M.
Jenkins graduated from
Booker Washington high, and
moved to Ohio in 1941. There
she was an LPN and served
as a Sunday School teacher.
Memorial services were
held Sunday, Aug. 19 at Le-
nox Federated Church, with
Rev. L. W. Montgomery
!residing.
Her survivors include: her
husband. Mr. Jessie Jenkois
sister, Mrs. Malvese Ware;
an aunt, Miss Mettle Antho-
ny, her grandmother Mrs.
Mattie Hayes (of Memphis);
three Uncles, and many-
other relatives.
welfare recipients are denied
relief and urgent needs of
cities and states continue to
be ignored or neglected.
There is no freeze on pro-
fits. The war profiteers are
cleaning up and will contin-
ue to do so as long as the
war continues.
"NPAC demands the total,
immediate and uncondition-
al withdrawal of all U. S.
military forces from Indo-
china. The money saved
from the war can be used
to provide jobs. relieve in-
flationary pressures on the
economy and allow tax re-
ductions.
"Nationwide anti-war dem-
onstrations are scheduled
for October 13 and Novem-
ber 6, 1971, will provide the
people the opportunity to an-
swer Nixon's attempt to
place the burden of the war
on those least able to pay
and to demand that "All the
Troops Be Brought Home
Now!"
Businessmen join
Getz' campaign
John- Brennan Getz, can-
didate for Judge, Division
I City Court, announced that
Mr. Bernard Lawrence and
Mr. Phillip Kuhn h av e
agreed to serve as co-cam-
paign chairmen in his forth-
coming race against Judge
Boushe. The naming cf these
thus brings a balance and
impartial prospective to the
campaign.
Lawrence is a life-Ion g
Memphian; an active Bap-
tist and a well-known Bible-
teacher. For 34 years het
has been an Assistant Plant
Manager at Humko here in
Memphis and was founder
and past president of th e
Memphis a n d Mid-South
Chapter of the N at i o na I
Council of Industrial Man-
agement and was the organ-
izer for the convention held
May 5-8, 1971, of the Nation-
al Council of Industrial Man-
agement. He served as May-
or Loeb's Assistant C a m-
paign Manager in the last
mayor's race.
Kuhn is a partner in the
law firm of Finley, Ste i n,
Kuhn & Sisson, which he
helped form, and served
for two years as an Assist-
ant Attorney G e ne r a 1 of
Shelby County before enter-
ing private practice. He was
co-founder of the S h el by
County Bail Reform Project
and has served on the Board
of the Memphis and Shelby
County Legal Services Asso-
ciation. He is chairman of
the , Board of Director, of the
Memphis Community Edu-
cation Project, and has serv-
ed as special consultant to
the Community Relations De-
partment of the Un it el
States Justice Department.
DEFENDER
Black contractors
future looks bleak
NASHVILLE. Tenn. — The future of minority-group con-
tractors in the United States looks bleak and uncertain, a re-
port issued today by the Race Relations Information Center
said.
"There is evidence in some areas that minority contrac-
tors .are declining in number," the special report said, and
"in large cities micority-aroup firms are merging their man-
power expertise and resources to remain in the competition."
The report points out that building contractors face obsta-
cles not ordinarly encountered by other businessmen. Not only
must they obtain capital and possess managerial knowhow, but
they must often qualify for bid bonds, performance bonds 3nd
payment bonds. Many minority contractors who were inter-
viewed in the survey charged they were discriminated against
by bonding firms. The financial problems, combined with the
lack of opportunity for association with people who control dol-
lars for construction, have proved insurmountable for many
black contractors, the report said.
The report, written by Reginald Stuart, RRIC correspon-
dent, said in many cities the once-lucrative single-family dwell-
ing business is giving way to large apartment complexes and
sub-divisions that are -out of reach of minority contractors.
The large commercial construction work has never been open
to minority firms.
Several ways were cited by which to measure the status
TRI-STATE BANK
THREE LOCATIONS
213 S. MAIN — 386 BEALE — 1367 N. HOLLYWOOD
I CompleteCourteous - ConfidentialBanking Services 
Each Depositer Insured up to $20,000
By Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
of minority contractors in the industry
With nearly 8100 billion projected to be spent this year on
dent, said in many cities the once-lucrative single-family dwell-
construction, minority-group contractors, most of whom
are black, are expected to earn less than 3500,000, only one-
half of one per cent of the total.
Of the estimated 870,000 construction firms in the United
States, fewer than 8.000 are minority-group firms.
Only five per cent of the nation's minority construction
firms are capable of handling jobs in excess of $200,000 be-
cause of problems ranging from capacity to bonding.
The report is based on two nionths of interviews with bond-
ing and surety industry officials and representatives of other
agencies involved in the growth and development of minority
contractors.
It concluded that the federal effort in behalf of minority
contractors la so scant that the status of minority-owned con-
struction firms is unlikely to change in proportion to that of
other segments of the industry. With $200 billion expected to
be spent by 1980, the status of minority firms will remain pro-
portionately the same.
The report, entitled "Black Contractors' Dilemma," also
says the number of young blacks interested in going into the
construction industry is at a criteally low stage. It stated that
blacks have turned away from the industry, because of the
tradiional exclusion from the labor union and the feeling
that a job in the construction industry means the "lowest level
and lowest paying position open," not the potential of being a
boss.
Black contractors have organized associations of their own
in most major cities, the report found, and this has been the
only route they have found rewarding in getting the banking
and bonding industry to open their doors.
Opportunities for large jobs are still rare, the report stated,
and although some larger white firms are beginning to take
an interest in helping small black firms, the degree of effort
is unlikely to stimulate any significant change in the general
construction climate
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
NOW Each Sunday morning, the W.L.O.K. Information Center presents
1000 a.m. -Teachers in the 70's," with hostess Mrs. Yvonne Acey. It deals
with important issues of the Memphis School System
September 7 DEAD LINE for VOTERS' REGISTRATION
8:00 a.m.- Those who are 18 years and older may register at i 57 Popia,
Avenue daily.
4:30 p.m.
September Registration for the Adult Evening Program is sponsored by the
7-8 Memphis City School System. Contact Jerr
y Ca Smothers for
additional information at the Adult Education Center, 591
Washington Avenue.
September
8-12
The Fourteenth Session of Jackson • Memphis - Tennessee Con-
ference of the Christian Methodist Episcopal Church will convene
in Memphis at Martin Memorial Temple C.M.E. Church 61 South
Parkway East, Rev, Paul Fowlkes, host pastor
Wednesday 8 a.m. • 10 a,m
Wednesday 2.30 p.m.
Thursday '7.30 P.m.
Friday 7:30 p.m.
Saturday 11:20 a.rn,
Saturday 730 p.m
Holy Communion
Ministers Annual Report
Annual Missionary Program
Annual Laymen's Expansion
Banquet - Chisca Plaza Hotel
Ordination Service
Annual Conference Youth
Program
September 12 Previewing the NOW LOOK a fashion show and tea featuring
4 p.m.. Judy Eiland, model and designer. Fashions will be from Unis 
of
Memphis with Unis as the narrator. The affair is sponsored by
6 p.m Salem Gilfield Baptist Church and will be held at the Chisca
Plaza Hotel, Crystal Hail at 272 So. Main
Young men 13 years and older are invited to loin the South
Memphis boxing club. "The South Memphis Boxing Bees." Con.
tact D T Yarbrough or Carl Mister at 942-4327.
BIG
STAR
Academic failure in ghet-
to schools may be attributed
wrongly to laziness or low
intelligence.
The teacher may be to
blame for falling to inform
pupils of the rules of class-
room behavior. based on the
teacher's understanding of
adult-child relationships.
This observation is found
in an article appearing in
the August issue of "School
Review," published quarter-
ly by the Department of
Education at The University
of Chicago.
The author, David Elkind
of the University of Roches-
ter, in New York, views the
relationship between teach-
er and student as a contract,
each party agreeing to
the expectations of the other.
This contract is merely a
continuation of parent-child
and adult-child relations de-
veloped long before the stu-
dent enters school.
"The relative 'easiness' of
teaching in suburban schools
derives from the fact that
teachers and children come
into the classroom with re-
ciprocal and matching con-
tractual expectations,"
writes Elkind.
But in the ghetto school,
the teacher, often reared in
an affluent environment, ex-
pects the same implicit con-
tract to apply. Generally it
does not, Elkind says, and
this is why the teacher-stu-
dent relation must he spell-
ed out.
JOURNEYMAN LINEMAN
A Southwestern Electrical
Utility Company has open-
ings for Transmission, Dis-
tribution or Underground
Journeyman Linemen..
2 to 3 years related experi•
ence as Journeyman. Must
have Journeyman card in
IBEW or be able to pass
examination for same. Send
resume to:
PUBLIC SERVICE
COMPANY OF
NEW MEXICO
P. O. Box 2267
Albuquerque, New Mexico
87103
Or Call Days (505) 842-1331
Nights (505) 298-5877
Vintage Class of 1924...
The surviving members of Tennessee State University's
class of 1924 were made charter members of the Vintagers
Club during activities held last weekend at the college.
Members in the photo above were Aeolian Lockert Sr., of
Nashville, William McKinley, Lowe, Sr., of Memphis, Dr.
Are black orphan children becoming a leading edge of ra-
cial integration in this country?
James E. Alsbrook, Ph.D., of Central State University an-
swered the question as follows:
Some people think so. Their belief that black orphans are
accelerating integration and breaking down age-old barriers is
based upon recently released reports showing that more than
twenty-two hundred black babies were adopted by white fam-
ilies in 1971. In 1968. only 700 white families adopted black
babies.
All told, more than ten thousand white families in the
United States are' reported to have adopted black children in
recent years.
What happened? Authorities report that white babies are
in short supply because of liberalized abortion laws, the ef-
fectiveness of the pill and the growing tendency of unwed
mothers to keep their families.
"WORLD FAMILY"
Some white families, however, have deliberately sought
black children for various reasons. One family is adopting chil-
dren of different ethnic origins in order to have a "world
family" with all colors represented. Another family said it had
"enough love to share with all" and other families have look-
ed for minority children with defects.
Are these people curious or oddballs? No. Reports show
that the adopting families are usually under 40 years of age,
are generally educated throuah college, earn more than $10.000
a year and are regular churchgoers.
TraMe..1 invest' gators report that these families also are
likely to be self-confident, self-aware and in tha habit of judg-
ing people not on the basis of physical appearance hut on
1`1.....:ailia80111.41M11111111111.1111
Musing: In the Foothills of the Himalayas, among the
Khonds of North India, one hears the prayer: "Oh, Lord, we
know not what is good for us. Thou knoweth what it is. 
For
It we pray.
Dear. Carlotta: I wonder what I shall do? I am trying to
do everything at home to mold the minds of my 5 year 
old
twins. But they are picking up everything they hear in 
the
street. I hate to say it, but they are almost uncontrollable. I
am worried to death. What can I do. Modern Mo
ther,
Dear Modern Mother: Even though your letter was short, it
caused me to do a lot of thinking. One thought wa. the Prayer
in my "musing." I wonder if we know what is good for our
children. I wonder if we do not need a few more 'Old Fash-
ioned' mothers around . .. Like my mother.
My mother was not educated. She operated on a flexible
mixture of animal courage, native instict, and a little bit
of tearing. My mother, and I am sorry she is noqt round to hear
me write her praises, was the image of what a valkyrie ought
to be . . fearless, brave, a spear in one mighty arm. and a
bowl of food in the other. My mother did not bother too much
about molding minds as such. She molded the other cad real
good and let it work up by itself. As I grew old enough to, as
they used to say "to reason with" she eased up on muscle
and proceeded with the mouth. One thing about her, though,
she operated on instinct and straightforwardness. If she thought
It, she said it. And it did not matter about MY age. It made
me want to act in such a way that my mother would be .,rourl
of me. I guess to sum it all up, I am happy to be around today
and I still hope I can make others happy, too. Now I am not
trying to make you a different kind of mother. But is is nice to
know the other kind,then you can compare. Maybe you can
come up with a solution to your problem.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 1971
Reginald C. Neblett of Owensboro, Ky.. and Walter Vaa
Potter of Nashville. Mrs. Gladys B. Adams, (right) is
coordinator of Alumni Affairs, Teddy Bart, of WSM-TV
In Nashville, interviewed the group. (Photo by Joe Zinn)
the basis of personal worth.
The presence of black children as Rill-fledged members
of otherwise white family units definitely bodes ill for race
purists — white and black.
FAMILY OVER RACE
In the case of these so-called "transracial adoptions," we
see the family unit concept overriding racial factors in deter-
mining membership in the most basic and intimate group,
the family. Segregation and discrimination based on race can-
not function with significant success when emotional bonds of
family memberships are involved.
One observer pointed out that race prejudice continues to
function in transracial adoptions, however for white southern-
ers prefer to adopt minority babies of other than black an-
cestry and white southwesterners will adopt a black baby in
preference to a Mexican or Indian baby.
The adoption of black babies by white families brings to
mind the several hundred years in which white men took ad-
vantage of black women and produced thousands of mulatto
children in the United States and elsewhere. Anthropologists
estimate that about ninety per cent of America's "blacks" are
not black but are mixed with white or Indian blood.
PROSTITUTE DAUGHTERS
For many years many slaveholders personally made black
women pregnant and either kept the children as household serv-
ants or sold their own half-black daughters into prostition
The practica of producing half-black children was common
throughout the South.
In most case's. these half-black children were not re:a:ignit-
ed by their all-white relatives and were cast out of the family
— rejected.
The new and growing trend toward adopting mixed or all-
black children reflects a much different and much-higher sort
of intelligence and morality.
It is perhaps a sign that a growing minority of people are
beginning to consider human beings as human beings first.
placing less and less emphasis upon superficialities such as
race or ethnic origin.
MARINATE an economy
steak in Spees Vinegar.
Speen tenderizes, im-
proves flavor. Leave
the meat in the mari-
nade several hours
or overnight in the
refrigerator be-
fore grilling.
SPEAS
VINEGAR
SOUTHLAND
SPARK. salad with Spell
Vinegar.Make a fresh dress-
ing, use your favorite
recipe or go creative
aoct invent a new oriel
Speas makes dress-
Ing "better than boa.
tied"! Try It
self and see.
FIRE. Vinelipw
let with ow 60 6,6011
to cook sod duo
with vinegpw. Wnils
So*" Co.N6.60.1600
P6chotto• maga
see City, Mo.
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Tuesday. report:
Blacks follow Jewish history
A black cooperative move-
ment in the U. S. South,
convinced that the co-op sys-
tem is a means of "bolster-
ing the black self-image"
and "stemming the exodus
to overcrowded northern
cities," has turned to Israel
for training and technical
aid.
The story of the unique ex-
change of visits and caper-
tie was told in a pamphlet.
reprinted by the American
Jewish Congress from an
article in Tuesday maga-
tine.
It described how leaders
of rural southern coopera-
tives went to Israel a coun-
try which knows about "in-
tegrating the poor, unskill-
ed and uneducated into a
community — upgrading
individuals' skills and mak-
ing them and a long-neglect-
ed land productive."
According to writer Nora
Levin, the buckling U. S.
co-op movement "is no
cure-all and still needs care-
ful nurturing, technical as-
sistance, and funding, but
it does offer ,tibstantial hope
that thousands of r ur a I
blacks, who culturally a nd
economically have been at-
tached to the land fir gene-
rations need not leave it for
a dubious leap into urban so-
ciety."
At the suggestion o f the
American Trade Union
Council for Histadrut (Isra-
el's labor federation) leaders
of the b I a ck cooperative
months at Israeli "kibbut-
zim" where they leanned
about consumer co-ops, mar-
keting procedures, irrigation
techniques, greenhouse oper-
ations and rural economic
planning and development as
well as fish breeding and
raising.
Miss. Levin asserted: It is
Israel's basic policy to close
the gap between the stand-
ard of living of its urban and
rural population and to make
rural life economically and
socially desirable, practical
and interesting,
"Israel has found that co-
pe r ati v e s are the
most practical answer to an
undeveloped land and people,
and much of its economy has
been developed by coopera-
tive techniques and institu-
tions, such as the kibbutz
and the great network of
worker-o wned industries,
farm cooperative a and so-
cial services of the His-
tadrut."
Black cooperative leaders
believe that Israel's s u c-
cess in attracting people to
rural areas is due to the
leasehold system of land
tenure. Little land is private-
ly owned in Israel. Most is
owned either by the state or
the Jewish National Fund.
which preceded the state as
the land-buying instrument
of the Zionist movement,
and leased on a long-term
bas4s — generally 49 or 99
years — to individuals and
rural settlements. Rent is
paid on the basis of produc-
tivity.
A prototype of rural plan-
ning was the Lachish Region
Development Plan, devised
by Israel in 1955 to c o pe
with a large influx of un-
skilled and uneducated Jews
from the Middle East and
North Africa, Miss Levin
revealed.
The plan called for groups
of four or five cooperative
farm villages of between 60
and 150 families each. to
surround a small rural cen-
ter, which had a grammar
school, health clinic, me-
chanical workshops and car-
pentry shops, a cultural cen-
ter, a sorting and packing
warehouse for the farmers'
produce, and a general store
and market for produce,
seed and fertilizer, all on a
cooperative basis.
The groups of villages.
with their rural centers, in
turn surround an urban cen-
ter that provided a to c a I
government and more so-
phisticated services.
Federation of Southern
College
ATLANTA — Six Southern
states have raised the tui-
tion charge for out-of-state
students at their colleges
and universities, one of them
by 200 per cent, the South-
ern Regional Education
Board (SREB) said.
Texas led the states by in-
creasing the charge from
$400 to $1,200 per year. The
state,' c arge, however
had been one of the lowest in
the region. North Carolina
doubled out-of-state fees, but
is spreading t he increase
over a two-year period. Non-
resident tuition at the Uni-
versity of North Carolina at
Chapel Hill will rise 46 per
cent this •fall, from $855 to
$1300, and will increase 38
Per cent more in 1972 to $1,-
Cooperatives
More than 100 cooperative
comprise the Federation of
Southern Cooperatives in . the
United States, employing
some 20,000 families in han-
dicraft, housing, s e w in g
farming, livestock, breeding,
marketing and consumer co-
ops and credit unions.
A Histadaut representative
who visited them likened
them to the early Israeli set-
tlements, and indeed leaders
of the Southwest Georgia
Project who had visited Is-
rael used the Lachish Plan
as a model for their New
Communities, Inc.
It now owns 935 acres and
an option to purchase 4,800
acres in southwest Georgia,
where it plans to settle 400
familias in a community like
one variety of the Israeli
cooperative system, a coin
bination of the communal
"kibbutz" and the camera
tive "moshav."
New Communities, Inc
will issue long term leases
for farming and the devel-
opment of community serv-
ices and small industries re-
lated to regional resources
and markets.
"Plans are also afoot to
have Israeli planning experts
advise members of New
Communities in establishing
'rural new towns'," accord-
ing to the Tuesday article.
The reprints are available
from the American Jewish
Congress at 15 E. 84th st.,
New York, N. Y. 10028.
tuitions rise
800.
Other state, pulling up
the rate for non-residents at-
tending state institutions
were: Arkansas, with a 27
per cent increase at the Uni-
versity of Arkansas; Flori-
da, where increases, are 20
per cent for undergraduates
and 24 per cent for gradu-
ales; Tennessee (out-of-stat-
ers will pay 60 ber e n t
more at community colleges,
25 per cent more at regional
universities and three p e r
cent more at the University
of Tennessee), and West Vir-
ginia, where non-resident
fees will jump an average
of 10 per cent, and resident
fees will remain the same.
"The admission of non-
residents to state universi-
Satchmo's ex-wife dies suddenly
CHICAGO — Lil Hardin Armstrong,
second wife of Jazz Immortal Louis Arm-
strong and an accomplished pianist in
her own right, died of a heart attack at
week's end while playing the St. Louis
Blues at a ceremony in Armstrong's
memory in Chicago's Civic Center Plaza.
Mrs. Armstrong, 73, died roughly a
month and a half after Armstrong pass-
ed away in his sleep in New York at 71.
She was one of the star performers
Friday at a Jazz Concert honoring Arm-
strong in the Civic Center Plaza in the
middle of Chicago's Loop under the
shadow of the giant Picasso sculpture
that has become a city landmark.
She was pounding out the jazz classic
the St. Louis Blues when she slumped
over.
A spokesman at Wesley Memorial
hospital, where she was taken, said she
apparently died instantly. However, doc-
tors attempted for a half hour to revive
her without success.
"The fact is sne was DOA (Dead On
Arrival) when she got here," the hospi-
tal spokesman said.
Armstrong married Lil Hardin
when she was already a recognized jazz
star, playing piano in the King Oliver
b a n d, when Armstrong arrived in Chi-
cago as an unknown young cornetist
from New Orleans.
She married him a n d was credited
with prodding him towards greatness.
As Armstrong's genius blossomed, it
was Lil who accompanied him in the
recordings of small jazz combos that
first announced his brilliance.
Armstrong was only the second
trumpet in the Oliver band when they
INVITATION FOR BIDS
The MEMPHIS HOUSING AU
THORITY will receive sealed
Bids for Demolition of build-
ings and structures for the
BEALE STREET URBAN RE.
NEWAL AREA H, PROJECT
NO. TENN. A-11-1 and the
KANSAS STREET URBAN RE.
NEWAL AREA, PROIECT NO.
TENN. A-11-2, . Area A, until
2:00 P.M., Central Daylight Sav-
ings Time, September it,, 1971,
at 700 Adams Avenue, Memphis,
Tennessee, at which time and
place all bids will be publicly
opened and read aloud.
Contract Documents, includ-
ing Drawings and Technical
Specifications, are on file at the
office of the Memphis Housing
Authority at 700 Adams Ave.,
Memphis, Tennessee.
Copies of the Contract Docu-
ments may be obtained by de-
positing $20.00 with the
MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY for each set of docu-
ments so obtained. Such de-
posits are not refundable.
A certified check or bank
draft, payable to the order of
the MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY, negotiable U. S.
Government Bonds, or a satis-
factory Bid Bond executed by
the Bidder and an acceptable
surety. in an amount equal to
ten percent (10%) of the estimat-
ed cost of Demolition exclusive
of any deductions for salvage,
shall be submitted. with each
bid.
The successful Bidder will be
required to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and
payment bonds.
Attention is called to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and wages as set forth in
the contract Documents must be
paid on this project and that
the Contractor must ensure that
employees and applicants for
employment are not discrimat-
ed against because of their race,
creed, color; sex, or national
origin.
The MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY reserves the right to
reject any or all Bids or to waive
any informalities in the bidding.
Bids may be held by the
MEMPHIS HOUSING AU-
THORITY for a period not to
excetli5 thirty (30) days from
the date of the opening of Bids
for the .purpose of reviewing the
Bids soul inetstigating the quali-
ficationgrOfthe Bidders, prior ta
the avrt4$eg the Contract.
MElvfPHTS OUSING
AUTHORITY
()relic Ledbetter
Secretary
a
Real life calls for real taste.
For the taste of your life - Coca-Cola.
Trilde,rnork,..
When yrvi ask for 1, be sure you get it.
married. Mrs. Armstrong recalled her
family objected to the match and she
told Louis she didn't intend to stay
married to a second trumpet. Armstrong
responded by ginning universal recogni-
tion as the greatest jazz trumpeter in
the world.
As his fame grew, they grew apart.
Eventually, they divorced and Armstrong
remarried. Lil Armstrong never did. She
stayed in Chicago, -playing jazz piano m
nightstops around the city.
When the Great Satchmo died, Mrs.
Armstrong rxpressed no bitterness over
their marriage and Friday she joined
such friends of Armstrong's as Pianist
Art Hodes, Drummer Red Saunders and
Vocalists Helen Forrest and Otis Rush in
a concert in Louis' honor.
It was her last appearance,
ties and colleges is a usual
method of creating diversi-
ty in the institutions," said
Dr. Winfred L. Godwi n,
president of SREB. "While
some increases in out-of-
state tuition may have been
designed to bring in more
revenue, they may have the
reverse effect by discourag-
ing non-resident enrol 1-
ments."
Besides contributing to
geographical diversity in the
student body, educators feel
that the non-resident admis-
sion practice allows the pub-
lic college or university to
follow the private institu-
tions' practice by being se
lective about the academic
records on non-resident stu
dent's and thus improving
the overall academic level
of the student body. It usual
ly cannot be as selective
about the resident student
population, although there
may be minimum qualifica-
tions.
FRIENDS DAY
The Fredonia M. B.
Church of Coldwater, Miss.,
will observe their annual
Friends' Day Program along
with a special dedication of
"pews" Sunday Sept. 5,
1971.
Pastor Coleman Crawford
will deliver the morning
message.
Music will be provided by
the Junior & Senior Choirs
under the direction of Mrs
Mary L. Person LeSure and
Lena M. Dean. Mrs.. Wilber
J. Moore will be guest solo-
ist. The program chairman
is Mrs. Lillian Person.
Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by the people in your town who bring you Coca-Cola.
.'WX...004" MID ..C.11.• • ANC I, I.{ 5104(1•MODuCt op /FM GOCALCOLA GOMP.V.
Show and Hear...
Above, a teacher and pupil try out a new titled "Getting Through" simulates else-
product of Zenith Corp., with a recording ironically what those with various type,
called "Show and Here." The record, en- of hearing problems actually hear.
.cjVoohvortK
THE FUN PLACE TO SHOP FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
SPECIALS
All tagged with incredible low prices
Woolworth's own
famous panti-hose
5reg. $1
Crush stretch! Thai sheer nylon
panti-hose with the fabulous
fit. Clings to every curve. won't
wrinkle. One size for all.
Check our sensational
low, low prices on these
LP stereo records
All hit recordings of your
favorite artists. Like the
USA Union, Grass Roots.
Much more in the group.
8-track stereotapes $1.99
soiriga
Qualiti-Pakt
fashion fabrics g.9
yard ?•;,-i
Sew your own sthool styles!
With fabulous prints of win. 41
kle resist cottons and cotton- Zi
polyesters. 44 to 45" wide. ,troialto
Combed cotton
knit tee-shirts
and briefs
3
3
$265
for Emmett's
for$199
. boys'
Fine quality rib knit
briefs, fiat knit shirts.
White only. Men's S-M-L-
XL sizes. Boys' 4 to 16.
COUPON WORTH
on any purchase of
10 OR MORE
EXCEPT COUPON ITEMS
Limo' •Offer good thrusiiptembor 9, 1971 one coupon per customer
51 No. Main . . . 1255 Southland Mall .
5-4ral
9
5
99
a
WMG1icei
. . 1955 So. Third
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So this is Washington
Fletcher turns thumbs
down on 0E0 offer
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
GAME PLAN CHANGE
Arthur Fletcher has turned thumbs
down on the offer to become Director of
0E0, after getting some inside tips that
the agency is on its way out and that he
would be presiding over its dissolution.
Now, the White House has changed its
game plan for Fletcher. He'll be staying
on for the time being at the Labor De-
partment to monitor the wage-pr ice
controls drive. But for 1972,-Fletche'r will
hit the road for a tour of the chicken
and peas circuit. He's already booked for
five states — one engagement is to head-
line a $250.00 a plate fund-raleing dinner
for the Republicans that has an advance
sale of 1500. GOP party bigwigs want to
"sell" Fletcher AS a congressional can-
didate for 1974.
BLACK ON WHITE
"Black on White" is a new fall talk
show for Station WMAL, Channel 7 in
Washington with Atty. Clifford L. Alex-
ander Jr. as hoat.e signed e con-
tract last week for 26 weeks, with t h e
possibility of Its being syndicated nation-
ally. The provisions give him complete
My view  control over the show which will appearon Sundays. It provides him with a pro-
fessional staff and a budget. The first
Black enterprise Black colleges suffer
Within the next few weeks all of the citizens concerned
about trade and commerce in the City of Chicago will be urged
to support and encourage black enterprise. Black Expo '71 which
will be held at the International Amphitheatre, Sept. 29-Oct.3,
promises to be the largest ever. This "Black and minorities
business cultural exposition" according to the Rev. Jesse Jack-
son of Operation Breadbasket will attract close to 750,000 people
and present exhibits of 500 black and minority operated business.
We believe that no organizational program conducted in
our town each year has greater significance than this event.
To focus of public attention, black and white, on the efforts of
black to build a stake in the economic life of Chicago is bound
to be rewarding.
Very little attention is given black efforts in business by the
general media. Success in business enterprises may not appear
dramatic enough to win the kind of acclaim that is accorded
stars in other fields. Yet there is true drama there and in-
spiration too. Black Expo therefore has tremendous educational
value for all citizens.
Following Black Expo '71 we will be hearing about the
1971 edition of the Chicago Business Opportunity Fair in which
the Cosmopolitan Chamber of Commerce and other groups will
have a major hand. The Fair this year is set for October 8-9-10
at the Hilton hotel. Here black entrepreneurs will have an op-
portunity to meet and hopefully sell their wares to buyer rep-
resentatives of the major businesses and corporations of the
city and State.
We urge the general public to support all these efforts and
more than do white
airing is scheduled for Sept. 19 with Ver-
non Jordan, the incoming executive di-
rector of the National Urban League as
the guest. Other shows will deal with
• pressures on black athletes in college,
the Black Caucus, an exploration of the
communications media and its relation-
ship to Blacks, interviews with presiden-
:.•• •
tial aspirants and an in-depth ser-
By Dr. BENJAMIN E. MAYS ies probing the Federal Government and
its policy towards Blacks. Mrs. Betty
Shabazz. widow of Malcom X, will be
another guest The show will be taped
on Fridays with Carmen Wright as co-
producer.
SENATORIAL PIQUE
Sen. Robert Byrd of West Virginia,
the Majority Whip, has a thing against
welfare recipients and decided hostility
towards Blacks. He uses every opportu-
nity to bully, badger and harass those
whom he feels have stepped off the res-
ervation he has proscribed. Byrd used to
be on the Senate District Committee. He
pulled off a master coup to wrest t h e
powerful whip post away from Sen. Ed-
ward Kennedy. Born into a poverty
background, Byrd seems to have con-
tempt for both the poor and the very?‘
rich. Once he visited a Washington high
school in the black ghettos. Stopping in
a music classroom, he suddenly seized
a fiddle and sawing away remarked
that this was all black students needed
to learn and then hastily retreated when
the irate black teacher told him s h e
couldn't be responsible for his safety.
Last week. Senator Byrd took out after
Superior Court Judge Harry Alexander,
Tennessee Nashville has 32 black.s and
433 whites. Why the University of Ten-
nessee at Nashville? It does not take a
genius to guess the reason for the move.
The black people are suspicious of estab-
lishing a branch of Auburn University in
Montgomery when Alabama State is
there. We nope that Savannah State
and Armstrong will co-exist as cooperat-
ing institutions and that Savannah State
will not be phased out.
In Albany, Georgia. we have Albany
State College with 1.834 blacks and 10
whites and Albany Junior College with
87 blacks and 885 whites. Why the Junior
College? Grambling and Ruston, Louisi-
ana (5 miles apart) — Grambling Col-
lege 3.644 blacks, 29 whites and Louisiana
Tech University with 392 blacks, 6,167
whites. There is great danger that the
image of the black man in education
will be blotted out in the name of integra-
tion, Desegregation as a one-way street
is discrimination of the first magnitude
— all under the guise of integrated
education.
John Egerton may be right when he
a black jurist known for his zealous pro-
tectiveness of the rights of poor Blacks.
A highly dramatic newspaper account of
the judge's reprimand of a white prose-
cutor for referring to a black woman de-
fendant by her first name, caught the
sharp Byrd eye. He immediately s e t
wheels in motion to have the judge dis-
barred, claiming that he systematically
harassed white policemen in his cour t.
room. That set off a counter move in the
Black community, and before the matter
Is over with, it may resemble the Irish
rebellion in Northern Ireland.
ASSORTED ITEMS
John Dean, former Deputy Adminis-
trator of the New York City Human Re-
sources Administration and Director of
the Minorities Division of the Democra-
tic National Committee, has joined t h e
campaign staff of Sen. Edmund Muskie
as Associate Campaign Manager. it was
announced by Muskie's campaign mana-
ger. Bert Bernhard Dean will be travel.
ing to the states where Muskie will be
entered in the '72 Spring primaries to
whip up black support and no doubt
bumping into his counterpart for S e n.
George McGovern, Yancey Martin who
used to work with Dean at the Demo-
cratic Committee! ... Sen. Edward Ken-
nedy is the co-sponsor of a bill with
D.C. Congressman Walter Fauntroy to
appropriate $6 million for the treatment
of sickle cell anemia and another $7.5
million for victims of lead paint poi-
soning ... the National Civil Service
League and the National Urban Coalition
were co-sponsors of an institute in Wash-
ington last week to help community lead-
ers. public officials and personnel ex-
perts carry out the new Emergency Em-
ployment Act of 1971, that is to create
150.000 public service jobs for the unem-
ployed and the underemployed ... rem-
iniscing over his experiences in the last
decade, Howard Glickstein, who recent-
ly resigned as staff director of t h e
U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, said he
sees the major weakness of the civil
rights struggle is not the lack of laws on
the books, but the failure to provide the
necessary machinery for enforcement.
He described it as an impressive arsenal
with feeble gun crews ... in Houston.
angry delegates to the 31st National Con-
vention of the Deltas adopted a resolu-
tion sharply rebuking President Nixon
for his implied threats against federal of-
ficials if they failed to follow his edict
against busing of black and white chil-
dren to achieve school integration. The
statement s a i d. "W h e n the President
takes his solemn oath of office he swears
to uphold the law of the land. His duty
is to administer the laws on an equal
basis to all people. To defy and circum-
vent the law on a selective basis is to
exceed Presidential authority."
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says in THE BLACK PUBLIC COL- womer
LEGES: "As long as the Negro public Being Frank —  Th
colleges remain black-led. black-populat-
and when the merger comes ed institution. it would appear from the be rai
to strengthen the hand of blacks who have the courage to pioneer 
Black people know that when Arkan- record that white-dominated state gov- down.
sas A&M merge with the University ernuients and higher education systems
of Arkansas, the black institution will getin business and commerce. This is the area in which decisions
Homeowner fined
do not intend to invest the resources in Black's don't want to be Th
DOW will determine our future. the worst of it. It hardly makes sense them to bring them to full equi
ty. A few But w
and black people are skeptical when the of them have already become majority- womei
State of Tennessee established a branch white (a fact that does not ne..essarily
•
A crackdown on bigoted homeowners who insist on selling
their homes only to whites is now a real possibility. The Civil
Rights Act of 1968 carries a provision that there can be no
racial discrimination in the sale of private homes through real
estate brokers. This specific provision became effective January
I. 1970.
Tuesday U. S. District Court Judge Joseph Sam Perry
of the University of Tennessee in Nash--
ville rather than make Tennessee A&NI
University so good that there will be no
need of duplicating services. The black
Tennessee State University has 3.774
blacks and 11 whites. The University' of
alter their relative status in the state
system). A few have been made branch
campuses of large white universities,
A few of them probably will become jun-
ior colleges, or be shut down." Black
people are suspicious.
National hotline
ruled that a white suburban homeowner here, who refused to 
By DIGGS DATROOTH
(IllorlAlsted 113 ,iesigntSeke Newspaper,/
sell his house to blacks after listing it with a broker, must pay
$200 damages to the black would-be-buyer. This case sets a
precedent here.
This suit was filed by the Leadership Council for Metropol-
itan Open Communities on behalf of Mn, and Mrs. Raymond
Mitchell. a black couple of 1070 E. 132d street. The Mitchells
were shown the home by a real estate agent but when the
homeowner found out that blacks were interested he withdrew
the listing.
The suit was brought under the 1968 Civil Rights Act and
1866 Reconstruction law. Both measures were applicable. The
1866 measure was interperted by the U. S. Supreme Court as
outlawing all housing discrimination.
There are plenty of laws on the books to protect the rights
of black citizens but it is a rare day when any of them are
really enforced. The Leadership Council For Metropolitan Open
Communities should be encouraged and congratulated for
initiating this suit. The Mitchells also deserve our thanks for
Ameni
told of 'meager' roles 10 yeaequal
TI
By FRANK L. STANLEY to pril
into ii
• • Feder
We have heard much about Black ders for, or rewarders of, other people's
tant Labor SecretarN
ble shifting of Assis-
Rumor over the possi-
—Will
Art Fletcher has
touched off specula- ,-.-,:e-er it
lion all over the place. 111111••4. :
Fletcher, the most ar-
ticulate and f o r t h- lassiaci. .ti
right spokesman for
the Nixon Administra- . 'V
.„.r..... sil I.
11111i\ ;
The black colleges and universities
in the South suffer much when compared
with state and private institutions for
whites. Prior to 1954 no body was talking
about phasing out black institutions.
Though inadequately supported by the
state and private philanthropy, the black
colleges were good enough for black
boys and girls in a legally segregated so-
ciety. Now that segregation has gone in
higher education in the South, the de-
bate has been going on since 1954. what
to do with black institution? Black peo-
ple are suspicious of white legislatures
on this score.
Black people do not trust the Florida
Legislature when it continues to sponsor
bills to merge Florida A & M University
with Florida State University. Every
black man knows that the dangers a r e
great that the merger of these two insti-
tutions will mean liquidation for Florida
A & M University. Florida A & M has
3.841 black students and 58 whites. Flori-
da State University has 269 blacks and
12,040 whites. Everybody knows that if
the past is an indication of the future.
few black professors will be hired and
many black students will be denied ad-
mission to Florida State University if
erVISWW0 money. Conversely, Negro backs are toy
banks, and other black-controlled money
institutions are specks of gold dust is
the one-trillion-dollar private capital and
credit markets of America."
". . . Two centuries of total exile
from commerce, followed by a third cen-
tury of what was at best mercantile dis-
interest and at worst an intensely viru-
lent form of economic discrimination, ex-
plain almost all of the economic inequali-
ties that black people struggle w.th to-
day."
". . If- black capitalism has failed
in America for lack of economic wants
or shortages in a black economy that
was poor (and indeed sometimes dis-
trustful of its own entrepreneurs), and
in a white marketplace that was always
Indifferent and sometimes hostile, it sud-
denly makes sense to stop trying to push
an economic string The way to foster
entrepreneurs among black people is not
to fuss around with increasing the sun-
n-w forces of market needs and
scarcities that will put the black entre-
preneur in short supply and In excessive-
ly great demand."
" Negro families have on aver-
going through the legal ordeal and standing up for fairplay. to its failings and the biggest problem 
". . . Black people, who in 1883 start- age $800 in the bank compared to 82,880
could do an effective job as a legisia• ed without even the mule they had been for whites, own securities of about $.18
Too often blacks who are discriminated against take the 
is how to convince the old diehards who
tor. Whatever the outcome, there will be promised, became very good at getting, per family compared to $2,803 for white J
matter lying down. We believe in law and order and we es- no bigger news out of this town involv- 
still would block reform moves by more doing. and keeping the special jobs for families, and hold about $382 per family
aggressive commanders in the field. Ve
pecially believe in enforcing all civil rights laws, 
ing top blacks than that concerniqg Ar- FOUR IS A 4-LETTER WORD: New which th
ey were In demand." in all financial assets (money in banks, Ja(
thur Fletcher. ". . . The almost total suspension of government bonds and stocks) as againstYork blacks are not jumping up and Iremarket demand directed at a race has 85,924 for the average white Penny •
• 
RIGHT ON: As expected the old down over the Lindsay switch. The com- 
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White savagery
thorn in the collar of
tion, has long been a
powerful labor bosses. Its "Philadel-
phia Plan" and subsequently other such
plans to move blacks into the construc-
tion labor market has irked some
sources. But Fletcher has a constituency
back home in the State of Washington
and moving him is not necessarily an
easy matter. Hence, if the rumored shift
does come, it will be a ''promotion"
rather than a move out. Then, too, as
newsgal Ethel Payne points out, Fletcher
could quit and go home to run for Con-
gress. There are some here who feel he
black hooded "phantom" figure in raids
on suspected dope pads, Nearly 50 ar-
rests have been made so far.
FURTHER ON: Look for the Small
Business Administration to announce a
sizeable loan to a minority business
somewhere in the midwest. The section
of the country was purposely selected
after local SBA people convinced Wash-
ington that it needed some attention,
too. The city should be somewhere be-
tween Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis or
Memphis. Remember you read it here
first . . . The Navy has assigned Ad-
miral David Begley to serve as a liaison
between the enlisted men and the offi-
cers. The Admiral, who is white, also
has the responsibility of dealing with
problems of minorities and recruitment.
It is a part of the Navy's concerted
thrust to clean house and right the
wrongs of the past. Admiral Begley is
traveling around the country in the in-
terest of his program. The whole de-
fense Department has become sensitive
Capitalism. Andrew F. Brimmer, t h d
only Black member of the Board of Gov-
ernors of the Federal Reserve System,
has been raked over the coals for his
realistic but not too pleasing views. Most
blacks in business do not want to be told
that the total Black enterprise is rela-
tively meager in the general economy of
the nation. For example here's what
Brimer told the recent NAACP Conven-
tion: "... I believe those Black men and
women who are convinced that they can
succeed :n business should have a chance
to try their luck. At the same time,-
however. I must also emphasize that the
vast majority of Black people . . . as is
true of the vast majority of the American
people as a whole . . . must work for a
living. This means that their true in-
terest lies in the opening up of geniune
employment opportunities and in accele•
rating occupational upgrading."
The other day I received a white
paper on Black Capitalism by Theodore
Lamont Cross. In seeking a federal sub-
sidy he asks:
". . . Should federal power he used
to assist black citizens to forge and ac-
quire enterpreneurial institutions? If so,
how do people who have capital get it?"
also operated in a predictable way on "Jobs alone will not correct such
grey bulwark of the civil rights field plaint most often heard is that there 
eel
Its attainments as enterpreneurs and grave Inequality and injustice. The In -
wasted no time in mere rhetoric over are no blacks close to the mayor, now 
1
capitalists Black traders, dealers, and equality will persist until therd are a few
the George Wallace anti-busing moves. turned Democrat. Many feel that the 
cot
In the Wednesday issue of the Daily Defender it was re- 
producers came to be in short supply be- thousand black people earn ng $80,000 a
The NAACP Legal Defense Fund went Lindsay image is "a myth" created prin- 
ter
ported that an official of the Southwest Associated Black Clubs into court in Alabama to block the antics cipally from periodic walks through Hat- 
cause the' economy never furnished year serving on powerful executive coin Pli
adequate wants or demands for goods mittees of large corporptions. It will con- dei
said that the firebombings of black homes in white areas is in of the 11'1 potitical minded governor. The lem. Much of t
he resentment comes that might be made, sold, or serviced tinue until there are ten thousand black
retaliation against violent acts committed by gangs of black 
NAACP filed motions to make Wallace from blacks, customary with the power
youths. 
, _____ a defendant in the Jefferson County case, of previous black leaders, having to
NAACP also submitted a desegregation nority matters. The saying is that if
which is a suburb of Birmingham. The "go through" two white aides on all ml- entrepreneurship, ownership, a a d a
by black people. If conventional wisdom millionaires, instead of fifty. In America
about black people "missing a tradition
bdofulloicla 
i encgo a o 
stock
nmankc esodqputoiaonlui e uality aamzde asnhtzseeeabdt1 iancegkx ;mcyuentni on.
sei
I
"need for achievement" holds even a I rei
Such revenge tactics make no sense in a civilized society. plan .. . Who eaid blacks hadn't gotten Lindsay wants to rise in Democratic jol- grain of truth, it is . statement not of ing dramatic take-overs of major cor
Burning down the homes of innocent people because they are into the BIG Time in the rackets? Last dies, he will have to right this imps-es-
 an original condition but of an assured porations. It means that the one or two re
the same color of some kids who might have been guilty of anti- 
week Othello Washington, an ex-gambler sion . . . Percy Sutton emerges as the economic result of the solid and sustain- black executives now working in ranks sh
paid Uncle Sam $223,227 to satisfy a ten new strong man politically with the ac- ,
social behavior is utterly insane. 
ed preference of white adopts not to of the 3,192 senior officers who run the lib
year federal gaming tax claim. Agents quisition of the Amsterdam News the trade or exchange commercial promises five hundred largest corporations must G.
for Internal Revenue estimated t h a t N.Y. Courier and Redio-WLIB. It gives
We do not believe any group, black or white, should take 
with black people." Increase to thre hundred. Pursuit of .11(
Washington had collected through some him the single most potent forces of This negative preference was not arquVlity will lead black people into de Cc
the law in their own hands. We hold no brief for teenage violence 200 runners $L6 million gambling be's communication with blacks in New York limited to goods and services originating velopMg new high technology companies 
ial
but the fact that adults would resort to arson and threats
against the lives of innocent citizens to "get even" is utterly
Imprebeasible. It is savagery.
ere between July an May 96 .
At that time the normal numbers bet
was 13 cents . . . The Narcotics Di-
vision here has enlisted the aid of a
. . Sen. Henry Jackson was testing the
wind with that speech he delivered a
couple of weeks ago warping the Demo-
crats about "catering to the new Left."
with blacks The great possessors of
capital in our society also never choke to
furnish any economic wants or shortages
for black enterpreneurs acting as bid-
heas a major source of national innovation
and penetration of foreign markets,
rather than rural chicken coops end
ghetto-bound fast food operations,"
By LOUIS MARTIN
Exciting ideas that might help
overcome the cruel racist traditions
by which we live do not often come
from college campuses. John Ken-
neth Galbraith, the professor of eco-
• nomics at Harvard and two profes-
sors from M.I.T., Edwin Huh and
Lester ThurA, have come up with
an idea that is the exception.
In an article last week in the
New York Times Magazine, they
tackle a scandalous situation a n d
show the way to cope with it. They
point out that "white males hold 96 per cent of Amer-
ica's over $15,000 a year jobs and women and blacks
divide the remaining 4 per cent.
It is no news to us, of course, that whites have
a monopoly on good jobs. When a black man walks
into the so-called "executive suites" of big business
he usually has a mop in his hand.
The professors also made the point that nothing is
ever done about racial situations unless you pass a law.
Voluntary action always fizzles. Nothing was done
about voting in the South, about equal accommodations,
about school desegregation or anything else until the
racist practices are flatly 'made crimes.
They further note that so far all the talk about
equal employment opportunity has centered on entry-
level jobs. Nothing concrete is done about up-grading.
Given the above facts, the professors have come
up with a program which they call the Minorities
Advancement Plan (MAP). They propose that Congress
pass a law to assure the job advancement of minorities
and set up a Minorities Advancement Commission that
will implement the legislation.
The professors go into great detail about how
MAP should work. Basically it is a ten-year program
requiring that businesses embark on a plan that will
gradually put blacks and minority members who are
fully qualified into the big-paying jobs in the executive
suites. The progress of the plan in each business and
industry would be monitored by the Minorities Ad-
vancement Commission.
There is plenty of flexibility in the arrangement
and management has room to exercise all kinds of
alternatives. They just won't be permitted to duck the
basic issue of opening the executive doors to blacks,
women and the ethnic minorities.
The professors pose all the objections that might
be raised against the plan and promptly knock them
down.
They state: "We do endorse promotion by merit.
But we do not have promotion by merit so long as
women, blacks. Indians, Puerto Ricans and Mexican
Americans are excluded from the competition. After
10 years of MAP, promotion will be much more nearly
equal for everyone."
The professors plan does not limit its application
to private enterprise. It also takes federal employment
into its orbit. They point out the following: "In the
Federal Government last November, Blacks, Spanish,
Indians and Oriental Americans held 53.4 per cent of
the jobs in the GS1, the lowest white-collar category,
and 2 per cent of those in the GS18, or highest classi-
fication.
Whatever the merits of this new plan advanced
by the professors, some sensible, practical program
must be found to correct this scandalous discrimination
against minorities in high level employment. MAP
makes more sense than any other specific proposals
we have seen on the subject.
The professors are right too, on the matter of mak-
ing reform a matter of law. We know that we suffer
from the fact that many of the civil rights laws are
not fully enforced. Nevertheless, we know also that
noghing at all will ever be done if we leave basic re-
forms up to those who merely have good intentions.
JACKSON,- MISS. —
Veterans who plan to enter
Jackson State College for the
Fall Quarter on the G.I.
Hill shoule apply for their
certification immediate/Y.
Veterans are required to
complete registration S e p -
tember 7-11, and pay all ap-
plicable fees with other stu-
dente.
If the veteran attended
one of the pre-orientation
sessions, he will not have to
report until September 10.
After he has completed
registration and paid fees, he
should take his receipt and
his certification under t h e
G.I. Bill to the Office of the
Registrar at Jackson State
College to be officially reg-
istered and receive all the
benefits ot a veteran student.
The certification can be ob-
tained by reporting to the
Contact Division of the'Vete-
rens Administration in Jack-
son. Veterans who have
served a minimum of 181
days may apply. If he is
married, he will need a copy
of his marriage license; if
he has ohildren, he will need
-copies of their birth certi-
ficates.
ROTC COMMISSIONS
Seven cadets of the Jack-
son State College ROTC Pro-
gram will be commissioned
as second lieutenants during
the summer graduation ac-
tivities of the College o n
August 15, 1971 at 10:00 a.m.
The commissioning ceremony
will be held in Dansby Hall.
Conveying the oath of of-
fice upon the graduates will
be LTC Leo M. Roberts, the
professor of Military Science
at Jackson State College
DEFENDER
Black vets winning housing battle
The Justice Department,
acting under a District Court
order, today joined as a
inend of the court a private
class action discrimination
suit brought by a black Ar-
my officer against the white
owner of an apartment house
in Enterprise, Alabama.
Attorney General John N.
Mitchell said the notice of
appearance was filed in U.S.
District Court in
ery.
The private suit wins filed
on July 8, 1971 by Captain
and Mrs. Harrison P. Peo-
ples against Mrs. T. W.
Daughtie. Captain Peoples
is stationed at Fort Rucker,
Alabama.
The suit said that on Au-
gust 29, 1970, the couple ar-
WARREN WILLIAMS
Navy Ensign Warren Wil-
liams Jr., son of Mr. and
Mrs. Warren Williams Sr.
of 456 Tillman 'St. Mem-
phis, Tenn., was commis-
sioned in the Medical Sep,-
ice Corps while serving at
the National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Md.
He is a 1957 graduate of
Food Trades Vocational
High School in New York
City, and is presently at-
tending George Washington
University in Washington.
GAUDY W. WADE
Gaudy W. Wade Jr., son
of Mr. and Mrs. Gaudy W.
Wade Sr., of 1912 State St.,
Memphis, has been promot-
ed to airman first class in
the U.S. Air Force.
Airman Wade is an areo-
space control and warning
systems operator at Naha
AB, Okinawa. Ile is as-
signed to a unit of the Paci-
fic Air Forces, headquarters
for air operations in South-
east Asia, the Far East and
Pacific area
The airman a 1969 grad-
uate of Father Bertrand
High School, attended
Memphis State University.
HERMAN TABRON
Navy Fireman Apprentice
Herman L. Tabron, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Mozes 51.
Tabron of 114. N. Seventh
St., Memphis, Tenn.. was
graduated from recruit
tra fling Center. Orlandi,.
JOHN B. MACK
Navy Seaman Apprentice
John B. Mack Jr., son of
Mr. and Mrs. John B.
Mack of 50 S. Goodlett.
Memphis, Tenn., was grad-
uated from recruit training
at the Naval Training Cen-
ter Orlando, Fla.
He attended Darmouth
College, Hanover, N.H.
DAVID MORAN
Navy 'Fireman David F.
Moran, SOO of Mr. and Mrs.
Frank R. Moran of 4193 Am-
brose, Memphis, Tenn., was
graduated from recruit
training at the Naval Train-
ing Center. Orlando. Fla.
Moran attended the Uni-
versity of Tennessee, Mar-
tin, Tenn.
JAMES W. WOOTEN
Coast Guard Seaman Re-
cruit James W. Wooten Jr.,
son of Mrs. Mary R. Woot-
en of 1468 Kerr Ave.. Mem-
phis, Tenn.. is a member of
the U.S. Coast Guard Train-
ing and Supply Center, Al-
ameda, Calif., drill team
which won two first place
awards at the Seattle SEA
FAIR earlier this month.
fie specializes in preci-
sion marching: Unlike simi-
lar military units which fre-
quently use lightweight plas-
tic rifles, his unit utilizes
full-size M-1 rifles in all it,
routines.
The Alameda Coast Guard
unit was formed 11 years
ago and has won over 700
trophies with most of them
signifying first place and
sweepstakes finishes.
He is a 1968 graduate of
Hamilton High School,
Memphis.
DEVLIN LONDON
Marine Pfc. Devlin L
London, son of Mrs. • Bertha
L. London of 202 Looney
Memphis, Tenn., was pro-
moted to his present rank
while serving with the Sec-
ond Marine Division at the
Marine Corps Base, Camp.
Lejeune, N.C.
GEORGE GANT, JR.
Airman George Gant Jr.,
son of Mrs. Inez G. Gant,
397-C South Lauderdale.
Memphis, has completed
basic training at Lackland
AFB, Tex. He is remaining
at Lackland for training as
a security policeman. Air-
man Gant. a 1966 graduate
of Booker T. Washington
High School, attended Le
Moyne College.
ROBERT S. ROGERS
Navy Petty Officer Third
Class Robert J. Rodgers.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward
W. Rodgers of 1481 Tayner
St., Memphis, Tenn., is serv-
ing aboard the combat
stores ship USS Vesuvius
rived at Fort Rucker under
military orders. Later that
day they went to nearby En-
terprise and to the police
station to obtain a list of
housing compiled by t h e
Chamber of Commerce, the
complaint said.
Mrs. Daughtie's apartment
house was on the list, as
well as on the Fort Ruck-
er Off Post Housing List,
and when the Peoples call-
ed her Mrs. Daughtie said
she had a vacancy, accord-
ing to the suit
The Peoples went to the
vacant apartment, the wee
said, found the key in the
door and inspected it. They
then went to Mrs. Daugh-
tie's home to rent it. Mrs.
Daughtie told the Peoples
she had rented the vacant
apartment, the suit s a i d,
when in fact she had not,
but later did rent it to a
white couple.
On January 21, 1971, the
suit said, Captain Peoples
filed a complaint with the
Fort Rucker Civil Rights
Compliance Officer. His com-
plaint was forwarded to the
Department of Housing and
Urban Development and on
June 16, 1971, Captain Peo-
ples was informed by HUD
that it could not obtain a
satisfactory resolution.
The class action suit seeks
an injunction barring dis-
crimination against blacks, a
judgment that the defend-
ant's action violated the
13th Amendment, actual
service
now cnroute to its homeport
of Concord. Calif.. after a
seven month dents,yment to
the Western Pacific.
Robert McClure of 209
Olive St., Mt. Pleasant,
Tenn., was awarded the
He is a 1966 graduate of
Douglas's High School in
Memphis.
MICHAEL GRAY
Navy Seaman Apprentice
Michael W. Gray, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Jessie S.
Gray of 1492 N. Trezevant
St., Memphis, Tenn., is now
attending the Naval School
of Music at the Naval Amp-
hibious Base, Little Creek,
Va.
He attended Bishop College
Dallas. Tex.
RONNIE McCLURE
Marine Cpl. Ronnie Mc-
Clure, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Navy Achievement Medal
with Combat •'V' while
serving with the Second Ma-
rine Division at the Marine
Corps Base, Camp Lejeune,
He was cited for superior
professional achievement
while serving with Company
I, Third Battalion, Fifth
Marine, First Marine Divi-
sion in Vietnam from Janu-
ary 1970 to January 1971.
BOBBY DENSON
Coast Guard Seaman Re-
cruit Bobby S. Denson, son
of Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Den-
son of 1432 Kansas, Mem-
phis, was graduated from re-
cruit training at the Coast
Guard Training and Supply
Center. Alameda, Calif.
He is a 1971 graduate of
Carver High School, Mem-
phis.
MELVIN NALLEY
Navy Seaman Melvin Nal-
ley, son of Mrs. Theresa
Jones of 880 Buffington St.,
Memphis, Tenn.. is now serv-
ing aboard the fast combat
support ship USS Wichita at
Long Beach, Calif.
ROBERT HAYES
Sergeant Robert L. Hayes,
of Mrs. Shirley Hayes
of 1422 Horace St., Mem-
phis, Tenn., is on duty at
Phu Cat, AFB, Vietnam.
Sergeant Hayes is a se-
curity policeman with a unit
of the Pacific Air Forces.
headquarters for air opera-
tions in Southeast Asia the
Far East and Pacific area.
He previously served at Kin-
cheloe AFB, Mich.
The sergeant is a 1966
graduate of Carver High
School.
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damages of $200 and pun i-
tive damages of $3,000.
On July 8, 1971, the same
day the suit was filed, Dis-
trict Judge Frank M. John-
son, Jr., ordered the Justice
Deparmtent to enter the
case as an amicus curiae, or
"friend of the court."
Judge Johnson said he
based his action on the im-
plication in the suit that U.S.
Army officials at Fort Ruck-
er failed to enforce their
nondiscrimination agreement
with citizens who are listed
on the Fort Rucker Off Post
Housing List.
The Department of Justice
filed its first suit against a
real estate agency to enforce
compliance of an agreement
to end discrimination which
Rev. James L. Netters
kicked off hi- campaign for
re-election to the City Coun-
cil, Dist. 6, at his headquar-
ters last Wednesday. More
than 200 persons visited
during the hours of 6 and
10 p.m.
In a fiery speech, Mr. Net-
ters said the location on
Florida South of Trigg -The
heart of the ghetto" was
chosen to emphasize his de-
termined notion to improve
the area. The headquarters
in the Kansas Street urban
renewal area "is surround-
ed by houses that are liter-
ally falling clown around the
individuals who dwell in
them" he said.
Netters, pastor of the Mt.
Vernon Baptist Church, said
he knew the ghetto becaus,.e
he came from a childhood of
poverty in Alabama. "1
know what it is to be hungry
because I have been hungry.
the reale* bad signed with
the Departhient of Housing
and Urban Development.
Attorney General John N.
Mitchell said the suit, against
Dick , Coffey, who operates
the Dick Coffey Realty in
Decatur, Alabama, was fil-
ed in U. S. District Court in
Birmingham.
The Justice Department's
complaint said that on No-
vember 12, 1970, the realty
firm signed a conciliation
agreement with HUD a n d
with Charles Wrigh t, a
black Army sergeant w h o
had complained of discrimi-
nation in the sale of a house.
Under terms of the con-
ciliation agreement, Coffey
was to:
— pay $467.50 to Sc r•
I know what it is to be op-
pressed. I know- what it is
to be depri4d of your civil
rights," Mr. Netters said.
The campaign kick off
was kept lively by a drum-
roll which punctuated high-
lights of every speech and
the Fanny Clerk Singers pre-
,ented a theme song which
punctuates Netters' accom-
geant Wright in settlement
of his complaint:
— submit periodic reports
to HUD on compliance with
the agreement;
— 
include a nondiscrimi-
natory phrase in advertis-
ing;
— supply HUD with a copy
of written notification to Cof-
fey's agents of nondiscrimi-
natory practices,
— 
provide realty services,
including the selling of
homes, to all persons regard-
less of race, color, religion
or national origin.
The Justice Department
asked the court to order the
defendant and his agents
and employees to comply
with the conciliation agree-
ment.
plishments, set to the tempo
of the "Battle Hynan of the
Republic."
Mr. Netters pointed to his
council record and in appar-
ent reference to his opponent
John Ford said "Nobody
without any experience is
Ong dos -n to city hall and
turn things around over-
night."
"We've worked hard for
four years," he told the
crowd. "We haven't done a
lot of cussing. If you wanted
me to cuss, I'd rather do it
in the street t ban in city
Hall. I learned how to cuss
in the ghetto, hut I don't be-
lieve it takes cussing."
Mr. Netters pledged con-
tinued efforts to provide bet-
ter housing, stimulate job
opportunities-, and curb police
brutalities. He also pledged
to create a better contact
between city hall and the
general community.
Someone there is
who loves a boot.
Particularly our English
import in super soft,
richly antiqued leather.
Well above the ankle,
it has the all-important
side zipper
for quick action.
The toe is today's, the
heel is higher than
yesterday's.
The Rrice is a magical
$21.95
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iack women distrust white
NEW YORK — Liack
women. seeing white is omen
as their enemy. distrust the
Women's Lib movement and
have not rushed to min the
national organization of wom-
en, according to an article
published 'n The New York
Times Sunday Magazine on
August 22.
The ditcic was written by
Toni M.Tris, 0, ar editor at
Random House and author
Blaesi Eye." She
is currently at work on
her •econd novel.
Miss itorrison says that
hlack women know that ra-
cism is not confined to white
men, that there are more
women than men in the
cowry. and that 53 per cent
rod
of the population "sustained
an eloquent silence during
times of greatest stress."
The question of the color
of the experience contributes
to the difference between
black women and white
women, the writer said.
"Black women are not
voiced that Women's ,
serves their best interest IS
that it can cope V. ih th
uniqueness of their expert
enee. which is itself an at.
enating factor." she wrote.
She describes the early
image of the Women's Lib
as that of an elitist organi-
zation made up of uppe r-
middle-class women NV t h
concerns of that class and
not pay :ng much attention
downtown • anion ave. • waltellaven
fashion specialists In size*
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/I
smart brass buttoned
chain trimmed skimmer
polyester
perfection
$36
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161/2 to 321/2
• double breasted look
• flattering yoke effect neck
• three-quarter sleeves, beck zip
• polyester crepe stitch knit
• brown or black
Milt order phst• add
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TI
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UNION AVI. • 1992 UNION • 274-20
65
WHITIHAYIN • 4279 HWY. 51 S. • 398-0044
shop whitohcrfon Moo. and Thurs. until 
8 p.m
STOUT SHOPPE
to the problems of black
women.
Among other factors con-
tributing to the reluctance
of black women to embrace
Womens Lib, the write?
said, are a feeling of su-
periority to white women
and the opposition of black
men to their involvement in
the movement.
Some black women con-
tend, the article asserts, that
some of the Women's L i b
demands are "nothing more
than an attempt on the part
of whites to become black
responsibilitieswithout thp
AWARD-WINNING NUNS—In an elegant
setting on the secluded lawn of Grace Hall
at Carlow College on a recent Saturday
evening, seven black Catholic nuns f r o Hi
throughout the United State, were utterly.
surprised to learn that they had been
naimal 0 inners of tin,que awards for serv-
ice, Seated .r.:ro left they are: Sister
Sonia Pinnoch of Brooklyn, N. IC,,; Sister
of being black." For exam-
ple, she cited common-law
marriage, children out of
wedlock, families without
men, right to work, sexual
freedom and an assumption
that a woman is equal to a
man.
Helen Christian of Boston, Mass.; Sister
Sylvia Thibodeaux of Boston; Sister Callista
Armand of Washington, D.C.; Sister Shawn
Copeland id Detroit, Mich.; :.ister Lucy
Williams and Sister Teresita Weind, both of
Chicago. The Awards Banquet was one of
the highlights of the Naitonal Black Sisters
Conference which met recently- at the col-
lege.
Memphian visits Lagos
Miss Geraldine "Art:a,"
Logan, a 1963 graduate of
Carver High School and a
1967 graduate of Memphis
State University, will be
leaving thE. fan for Lagos.
Nigeria where she will spend
three months doing an elec-
tive quarter in renal medi-
cine at the University of
Lagos. College of Medicine.
Miss Logan, who is pres-
ently a 3rd year student at
the University of Illinois. Col-
lege of Medicine at Chicago,
will be completing one of her
clerkship., at the Lagos Uni-
versity Hospital.
At the University o 1
Illinois, she is majoring in
internal medicine anti this herst Street and Mr. Spurley
summer. she completed one
.
of her seven clerkship at the 
Logan of 1372 Menager She
WestAde 'Veterans Admini-1
stration Hospital in Chicago
She will complete her work I
for her M.D. degree in 1973
She is the daughter of Mrs
Mabel Logan of 2288 Am
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WASH & WEAR TAPERED $5.95
SHAG $16.95
LONG FALL $10.95
DUTCH BOY $12.05
HOT PANT WIG $16.95
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gANK NAEFICARD LAY- A - WAY
Expert Service Only $350
North Main I AT COUELT DOWNSTAIIS / 527-3619
GERALDINE LOGAN:
is the si-ter of Mrs. Verline
Jones, Mrs. Elsie Payne, Mr.
Curti:" Logan, Mrs. Marvenia
Malone, Mrs. Yarnell Hen-
derson. and Mrs. Gloria
Laosebikan. She will be the
second child in her family
to visit Africa. Her sister.
Yarnell, spent three month,
in Sierra Leone, West Africa
as an exchange student from
LeMoyne College in 1964.
Miss Logan's brother-in-law.
Olasupo Laosebikan, is a
Nigerian.
Miss Logan. who left for
Africa on August 28th, plans
to tour East Africa when
,he has finished her aca-
demic work at Lagos Uni-
versity. She will return to
Baby Contest begins
e Tri-State Defen-
der's Second Annual Baby
Contest has begun.
Over $1000 in prizes will
be awarded to the top ten
(10) babies in ballot voting
ALL BABIES entering the
contest during the month
of September will receive
a BONUS of 250 votes.
Why not include YOUR
BABY in the contest, and
Introduce him or her to
Memphis and the M i d-
South area.
The first nomination re-
ceived in this year's con-
test was Sherita L. Branch,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Isaac Branch of 2882 Brad-
ley.
Sherita is no stranger to
the Tri-State Baby Contest, „
as last year she won first
prize of a color TV set. Her
parents entered her in the
race before she was born.
Other early nominations
include Shaun LaVel Pres-
cott, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Lloyd Prescott Jr., of 459
Williams: Tonya Williams,
daughter of Mrs. Patricia
Williams at 402 Gracewood;
and Trease Lynn Woodson,
daughter of Mary E. Wood-
son, of 620 Ashby Court.
A vote box score, telling
at a glance the standings of
each entrant will be rtin in
each issue beginning Sept.
25.
Entry nominations for the
contest close Oct. 30, with
the winner being named
the United State, in March Nov. 27.
BABY CONTEST NOMINATION FORM
PLEASE ENTER BABY IN THE
 BABY CONTEST.
(PRINT NAME)
PARENT'S NAMES. 
ADDRESS CITY 
ZIP CODE  TELEPHONE NO 
BABY'S BI RTHDATE: 
A GLOSSY PHOTOGRAPH (NOTCOLOR) MUST ACCOMPANY THIS FORM.
MAIL TO:
BABY CONTEST
TRI-STATE DEFENDER P.O. 10X2665 MEMPHIS, TENN. 38111
Sears
SHERITA BRANCH
SHAMN PRESTON
TONYA WILLIAMS
TREASE WOODSON
BABY
CONTEST
SUBSCRIPTIONS
Votes cast for the Tri-State Defender Baby
Contest may be made according to the follow-
ing schedule:
1.) For each two-year (2) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at $10.00 each,
500 votes will be recorded ...
2.) For each one-year (1) subscription to
the Tri-State Defender, sold at $6.50 each,
250 votes ...
3.) For each 6-month subscription sold to
the Tri-State Defender, at a costof $3.50 each,
125 votes will be recorded ...
Please enter my subscription to the Tri-State
Defender and credit Baby 
 
with  votes
I wish to subscribe for: (check one)
( ) 2 (two) years-$10.00 (500 votes)
( ) I (one) year-$6.50 (250 votes)
( ) 6 (six) months-$3.50 (125 votes)
Please send to: 
Enclose check or money order and mail to:
Baby Contest Subscriptions
Tri-State Defender
P. 0. Bo X 2665
Memphis, Tenn. 38103
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Its hugger than It's ever
been.
Miss 'Ross, meanwhile, will
have little time to enjoy the
precious in'imacies of moth
echoed She will S00111 begin
preparations to start film=
her first major feature mo-
tion picture when she stars
in the title role of "I. a d y
Sings The Blues" based im
the life of Billie Holiday, the
late blues singer.
Miss Ross will also appear
al New York's famed Wal-
dorf Astoria, Caesars Palace
in Las Vegas and the Cocoa-
nut Grove in Los Angeles
early next year.
A
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V
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flounces its choices of the
best in the black entertain-
ment field for the previous
year. Marvin Gaye won three
top awards: "Rest Single,"
"Best LP" and "Best Male
Vocalist of The Year," In
recognition of his masterful
production of "What's Going
On."
NATRA's "Rest Male Vocal
Group" award went to Mo-
town's hottest vocal group,
The Jackson 5, which will
present its first television
special. "The Jackson 5:
(kiln' Back 'l'o Indiana." air-
ing Sunday. September 19.
7 p.m. IEDTI on the ABC
Television Network. T h e
super group's weekly tele-
vised animated series, T h e
Jackson 5 Show. premieres
Saturday, September 11, 9:30
a.m. (EDT) on the ABC Tele-
vision Network
Gladys Knight and The
Pips, who netted the first
million seller of Motown's
second decade, "11 I Were.
Your Woman," and who have
chalked up another milliom
seller this year, "I Don't
Want To Do Wrong," re-
ceived NATRA's award for,
"Best Mixed Vocal Group.".
I h e Undisputed Truth„
named "Best New Vocal'
Group," attended the Annuar
Show, along With Marvin
Gaye, to personally accept
NATRA', accolades. Tempta
tions Melvin David Franklin
and Dennis Edwards round-
ed out the dazzling star :os-
ter from Motown, NATRA's
"Record Company of The
Year." adding that little
extra that has made Motown
number one.
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • $HOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF ALL'E
176 & 178 REALE STREET JA 6-5300
STORE HOURS:
8:30 a.m. to 9 p m first 4 Days
Ft 00 0.m. to 9 p.n. Fri. and Sat
15-0Z. CAN
Full Week's Prices  
Thursday Thru W.ed Inn
Ouantsty Rog's,' Reserved
HUNT'S FRUIT COCKTAIL
SWEET SUL 24-0Z 6 LIMIT
CHICKEN WITH NOODLES
JACY SPRAT
HAMBURGER DILL PICKLES
1-LB. IN STICKS. YELLOW
GOLDEN RICH OLEO
6-LIMIT 10-02 BOTTLE
BLUE PLATE BAR-B-Q SAUCE
4-DOZEN LIMIT
GRADE A LARGE EGGS JOI 39(
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS 10-LIMI1 4 OZ. CAN
CUT-UP FRESH FRYERS
ARMOVR'S VERIREST PORK
T-BONE BEEF STEAK LB. 1.39
SIRLOIN BEEF STEAK
SPLIT RIB END OF PORK LOIN
Sliced End and Center Cuts
Swifts Promsum Protem
BEEF RIB STEAKS
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avid Porter, (left) talks with Rufus
homes who describes a momento from
fries. Rufus, recently returned from a
trip to Monrovia at the request of the late
William Tubman to render a special run•
cert.
FA SHION
FACTS
from SEARS
by
Villa Jones
NZ. there is a totally new concept in makeup for dark skin
taw The exciting new line to give you the look you've always
weaned, because for so long, we had to choose from shades that
are not flattering to our skin tone.
Mita is a beautiful new look in living color. The beiges and
brenzes-taupes and browns, cafes and coppers all do something
17your beautiful dark skin.
tltre are eight different shades of lipsticks to choose from that
,e'-lushed with color -- plus lip gloss glos stick. These shades
sult.not change color or conic too strong. What it does for eyeseer flirtation with l.ibra shadows. Daytime make-up for eyes,
tWee dayahades to turn on your eyes naturally without going over.
bd! Libra has evening make-up for eyes, an excittrg and alluring
night look. There are also other shades to make for sparkling eyes.
And Libra goes deeper still with new cleansers and fresheners to
cleanse, normalize and tone your skin. There are moisturizers for
dry skin, masques for oily skin that tightens pores to help prevent
wrinkles, that activates skin glands. There are lotions and creams
that pamper a girl like she's never been pampered before.
Probably no single item of make-up is as important as the
foundation base. Libra Sheer Liquid Foundation is a unique make-
up that covers imperfections, evens out your complexion but
won't hide the natural beauty of your skin. it is suitable for all
akin types, it feels light and does not clog the pores because it is
non-greasv, Select the shade suitable for your skin tone:: Tawny,
Cops, Amber, Toast, Topaz, Fawn and Chestnut. Because very few
of us were born with perfect features, Libra's contouring kit will im-
prove what imature has failed to make perfect.
We would like for each of you to collie in and let our beauty
consultant, Miss Kay Frances Lee, show you our beautiful new line
of Libra make•up. Miss Lee will be happy to instruct you in the
proper way to wear your make.up. So conic in and find Clue beauti-
ful you!
Fashion
Coordinator
Sears Crosstown
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Motown Record Corpora-
lion won the coveted title of
"Record Company of t h e
Year" and six other to p
awards at the 16th annual
convention of the National
Association of Television and
Radio Announcer:, (NATRA
which met this year in Chi-
cago.
NATRA, originally orga-
nized to represent the pro-
fessional interests of black
radio and TV personalities,
has come to represent black
entertainment personalities
in all phase, of show busi-
ness Its 1971 convention was
highlighted on Friday night
by stirring perfornlinces by
Motown's Valerie Simpson,
t h e suceessful writer:pro-
ducer-turned-singer, and Mo-
town's sensational new vocal
grou p. The Undisputed
Truth.
Valerie of the Nickolas
Ashford/Valerie Simpson
teal,. known for its produc-
tion of Diana Ross' "Ain't
No mountain High Enough,"
chose tunes from her new
album, "Exposed," which
she and Ashford produced.
The petite Motown. charmer
ftli the audience with her
brilliant style, and 'drove the
entire hou:,e to its feet with
her reading of "Can't It
Wait Intl Tomorrow," the
hit single from her debut LP.
Following Miss Simpson on
the Motown show was 'I' h e
Undisputed Truth, who sang
"Smiling Faces Sometimes,"
their smash hit single that
I:, riding high on the national
charts, following up with
tunes from their chartbuster
album titled "The Undisputed
Truth."
At the Annual Awards
show at which NATRA an-
Engkind loves Diana
The name of Diana Ross'
single recording which has
become one of her biggest
successes ever in Great Bri-
tain is "I'm Still Waiting."
But the waiting, at least the
maternal variety, ended joy-
ously for Diana Ross (Sil-
berstein) when her daughter,
four-pound, 14-ounce Rhonda
Suzanne, Was born at Holly-
wood's Cedars of Lebanon
Hospital last week.
"I'm Still Waiting," which
hasn't been released in the
United States, started get-
ting strong air play when
top disc jockey Tony Black-
Att. Sadie M. Alexander (left) beams with
joy after being presented the Mary Church
Terrell Award at the 31st national Del-
ta Sigma Theta Sorority convention in Hou-
--
burn took note of it and be-
gan playing it heavily. In
an exceptionally short period
of time it literally shot to
the number one position in
Disc and Music Echo and
Melody Maker. England's
leading music industry
trades, and has become the
fastest selling record for the
entire year in England.
In one week alone t h e
record sold over 100,000 cop-
ies, a total which some
ber one spot never exceed.
This latest and brightest
shining hour makes Motown's
superstars popularity in
ston. The award was presented by Atty.
Frank M. Freeman (right:), outgoing nation-
al president of Delta,
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See Great Black Athletes
in the '72 World Games
-- To be held in Munich,Germany)
0 Guaranteed Winners!
OFFICIAL RULES
On an of I ',lei entry blank Or on • plgri
" • V. pace of oaoar print your name,
eddrtss and sip cod. twhtch is required).
Sod the name ad address of your SALEM
dealer, if any
With each entry send 2 empty SALEM
Dac ..... 'any sae) or the words "NAT,
URAL MENTHOL SALEM- printed tn Slosh
letters on • 3" a S" Pineal piper Enter It
Often as yeu wIsh. but oath entry must be
mailed in • Worst, envelope. Mall try
SALEM -wenn names" SweitPlitekes -1. 0
Roe sail, at Paul. Mooney:de 55117 In
tnes most be pisttniarlitel by October 30
3971 and received by Aimotm1Hit 5 1971
1 Winners win bet detern,ned in random
drawings conducted by Spotts Intimations!
lIt independent tufting otganitatiOn whitrae
.
11•ciston• aria final
'A The soma elves are 10 seven day Sam-
fuse trips ter two le the "World Mimes- to
71111 held in Awanillootornber. sets inMenlo, Oorrnotn The vacation IRMO will
1,000 pewit? trio travel spranbownti -
economy tins from ...trifler's home atrport
to destmatien and return trtp - double
room betel ageommodatiens, service
charges Ittsd Ilutte Pressed by'Sustel end
sennte cerneattles-phst two ttnItatS 10 •
weNety of events during It,. vac sttpn oerjod
Each wormer 0,11 alto renew. 5500 crs,-
tess•rd cost of meals lecal transpu,tyti,
and entertainment
S The first 10 000 entrants mil reilltell
I,.. copy of the "Great Week Athlete"
Record Booklet publuthed by Stubbe Souris
Inc
6 Prizes ate non'lrensferable. Grand Prue
Winner. undele to Nike the tr,0 .clf receive
$I 000 tis cash Only One DrInt to a family
TO. Odds Of wmmria mil be determIned Dy
OtIMON of toth•I IfletrvOd Al/ 90
Witte will Si awarded.
f Local, slate and federal doles. If any
ara lOt r011pOnstbolity of tIll winnatik
$ Sweepstakes open to tesidente It the
Cent.nental United Staled masks. 005
Nowa° only Entrant& mtilit tilt 11 years st
an or older Employee, and their fel71011111
01 ft I • Reynold% MOMS Conti:tent, Ili
subsidiaries and affiliated tornoenlest to
advertising elenelet end goons Interns.
t.conal it. not ellable Veld in Want, las
noun Washlnytet1 and whertirer Ala ors
hibtted restrItted by law All /.derail,
..... and local law*, and regulations .0010
To obtain a list of winners send • itemised
self add rt envelope to "SALEM Win.
noes " P0 flio. Val St Paul Mmneset•
55113
PlO PURCHASt SEQUINED
21 fila lel. 15 mg. name. to 901 comm. RE Ripon Noy '''''' °' '"°•tt° ck
EASY TO ENTER!
OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK
SALEM "WORLD GAMES"
SWEEPSTAKES
• Complete entry blank Wow.
• Enclose two empty Salem packages, King
Sae or EatIll Long (Or the words "Natural
Menthol Salem" printed in block letters on
3 k 5 place of paper).
• Mall to Salem "World Games" Sweepstakes
P.Q. Box 9419
St. Peui, Minn. 55117
Ely State Zip_
(SocluIrod)
°Italie, Name 
ENTER AS OFTEN AS YOU LIKE
I certify that I are 21 years Of ago or over. j
Swifts Premium Protein
PROTEIN LB. 1.29
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Plan Baptist Seminar
CLEVELAND. Ohio - The
nation's large.:1 Negro or-
ganization will stress t h e
strength of black churchmen
in aeaung with education,
economy and political issues
at their 91st annual conven-
tion
The National Baptist Con-
vention, U. S. A.. Inc., to
convene in Public Hall. Sep-
tember 7 ltrough 12th. is
expected to attract 25.000
delegates from throughout
the United States and for-
eign land
Dr. Joseph H Ja.lson.
president of the 6.3 million
member group announced
progress that has been made
within the membership dur-
ing the past 12 months
-One year ago ire 0:gan-
ized a student rally and a,
a result two very significant
paper were adopted
"Campus Peace Anon y-
mous" and With Christ for
Character and Country." .n
response to this aohievement
we have correspondence
from 10 Bishops, 22 College
Presidents. 22 Senators and
63 Congres,men commend-
ing student use of this ap-
proach" Dr. Jackson said.
"Every city in the Unite:.
States has a scar front civ-
il disobedience. We in u s t
TV preacher-singer gets Mayor
Stokes "red carpet" welcome
• • Cleveland, Ohio - The
Rev. C I eophus Robinson
World Famous Preacher
▪ Singer" shown receiving the
- key to the City of Cleveland
Ohio. from Mayor Carl
Stokes.
Upon learning that the
. Rev. hlr. Ribinson's synidi-
cated TV show "Songs of
- 'Faith" was coming to Cleve-
land, the Honorable Mayor
Stokes. who incidentally is
a great admirer of the Rev.
Robinson's). invited him
=0 City Hall for the Key
:----Presentation and to exchange
-.amenities.
Rev. Robinson stated his
regrets at Mayor Stokes'
• revelation that he would not
-be a candidate for re-elec•
Z.Jion. The Rev. Mr. Robinson
-was touring Europe when the
_ -
news was flashed on radio.
TV and in the newspapers
concerning Mr. Stokes vie.
torY.
• They both had some first
• 'M their lives of which the \
- were proud of. The Re 1
Mr. Robinson is the fir -1
and only gospel preacher-
-• singer with a TV show in six
..
Zmajor markets, and Carl
7-51okes being the first black
- 
mayor of a major city.
:7. The mayor also commend-
- ed the Rev. Mr. Robinson on
his scholarship foundation
....which was established in
= 1961. This year's re:ipient
as a_ Miss Joyce Waster.
who Was flown in. all ex-
penses paid. from Louisiana
and presented with her schol-
arship in the presence of
MUTUAL ADMIRATION - Mayor Carl Stokes, right,
proudly greets the Rev. Cleophus Robinson, his friend of
many years, who brought his TV syndicated show "Songs
of Faith" to Cle‘eland. 0., recently, A goldenkey to the
city was the mayor's gift.
some 5,000 people attendin4
the annual scholarship din-
ner held in St. Lou,-.
The Rev. Mr Robinson
aio stated tha! beginning
Jehovah's eye
iChisca meeting
MO.
:7- Lawrence Straughter.
- -cal minister of Jehmah•s
Witnesses and also as.Astant
- 
-assembly supervisor. IS seers
the photo dicussing la ,t
minute details of JehovaIrs
Witnesses Semi-Annual fall
circuit assembly. with Cal-
vin Pate, Assembly supervi-
-:.
1or
qhe meeting will be held
lt the Club Paradise. Sep-
• tember 3-5 with a very in-
structive and upbuilding pr'•
gram planned according to
Pate and Straughter. All lov-
ers ,,t God's word are in-
vited to attend.
There wi., tie a series of
Bible t aiks. with Ii v'e 1 y ;
demonstrations to convey!
the proper meaning to the;
audience. Mr. Straughter •
will also address the asem-
bly Friday evening on the
subject, "Parents mamtain-
ing right view."
Rev. Jones
joins Bethel
= The Rev. Stante. W. Jones
=Of Charlotte, North Carolina.
...-was installed as pastor of
....the Bethel United -F'resbyteri-
Church at 1060 Mississip-
▪ pi blvd. Sunday. August 29.
He will succeed the Rev. J.
A. McDaniel. who retired in
1969.
Mr. Jones. the son of Mr.
• - and Mrs. Pledger Jones. was
'73mrn in Padgette, South Ca-
..yolina and attended Raflin
-High School of that area. In
367 he graduated from
Johnson C. Smith Univer.
say. Following his gradua-
=3,0n he entered the John-
-
son C. Smith Seminary of
--Ake Interdenominational The-
:7;03cigical C e nter, Atlanta,
oorgia where he received
- eke Master of Divinity De-
in May, 1970.
▪ _While a student of the Cen-
-istr. Mr. Jones did his field
-ark as Assistant to the
7.1111inLater at Radcliffe
• Cbarch. He was ordained by
: the Presbytery of Georgia
et the Radcliffe United
• 
Presbyterian Church. Atlan-
ta, Georgia.
The new minister has also
7. served as an instructor of
. religion and philosophy at
: 
Earber•Scotia College. Con-
: cord. North Carolina. He is
• . member of Alpha Phi Al.
Fraternity.
Mrs. Jones is the former
Joyce Lorraine Whitaker of
Columbia, South Carolina.
REV. S. JONES
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Von Co.
493 S. tin St.
a-
with the premier of his show
in Cleveland which was July
18, for the next six months
his guests would be Miss
Joseph;ne James, The Five
Soul Stirrers of Chicago.
and the Mighty Clouds of
Joy of Los Angeles.
therefore, continue to devel-
op power through nonviolent
methods so we can Artieture
improved education and econ-
omy One specific methon
Jackson emphasizes is using
the voting privilege.
"We must organize our fi-
nancial capital and capture
our markets with the re-
sources we possess. We are
appealing to individual abili-
ties . . . not grievances . .
and we want the convention
to resound wit. h sound
reemn mendations for o u r
membership.
"The hou,ebolds of 6.3 mil-
lion black people could be
of tremendous influence on
our entire country and that
is the pledge to which we
will address ourselves at
the convention. Jackson
will outline 15 areas of abil-
ities the black man should
utilize.
Widely traveled and well
educated. Dr. Jackson has
been called t o confer with
Presidents Eisenhower. Ken-
nedy. Johnson and Nixo ii
and Pope John XXIII. With
the exception of Billy Gra-
ham he has preached in
mare countrie, on more con-
tinents than any other living
American.
Dr. Jackson has authored
the following books: "Stars,
In The Night." an account:
of preaching mission in Ger-
many; "The Eternal
Flame." the story of a
preaching mission in Russ-
sia; "Many But One," a stu-
dy of the ecumenical Mi'vc-
i»ent; and "Unholy St.,
and Freedom's Holy I.
a broad and objective
of the struggle for
rughts.
-Christian Remedy"
he the subject pres:mtea
the convention's g ue
preacher Rev. G. Waymar
Blakely, Sr., Philadelphi,
Pa.. presiding Bishop of Ow
16th District AME Church.
Dr. Carl E. Bates, president
of t he Southern Baptist
Convention will give g:Tet-
logs.
"Best Use of Present Edu-
cational Opportunities" .s
the theme of tlae Oratorical
Contest for students. T he
event is open to entrants
from throughout the United
States and is under the li-
rection of Miss F. 0. Alex-
ander. Jackson, Miss.
by Joe Black
The revolt against status quo in this nation has
created sortie socio-economic changes. Included
among these change-overs is the acceptance of a
"free expression" vocabulary. And one of tht more
popular expressions is: "Do your thing."
I dig the philosophy and relevancy of "do what
you wanna do"; butiI am afraid so many of us have
been thinking so much' bout doing our thing, that
we have forgotten the word respect. Quite often,
when doing our own thing, we perpetrate acts that
are harmful to or infringe upon the rights of others.
Some people try to excuse this lack of respect
by saying that the generation gap makes it impos-
ihle for older people to understand today's action.
We may be older, but I believe we adults are
intelligent enough to recognize that time brings
about changes. However, there are exceptions to
every rule; and respect for one's fellow man is a
quality that has withstood the test of time. Selfish-
ness is the only excuse for not "doing unto others
as you would have them do unto you."
1
I have often asked myself where our basic
respect for one another has gone. This infringe-
ment upon the rights of others was vividly
demonstrated this past Halloween. ,Do you recall a
young Black boy dying because, while "Trick or
Treating," someone gave him a goody that was
loaded with a narcotic? Because someone was
doing his thing, a Blank child has been deprived of
his opportunity to grow up and make his boyhood
dreams a reality.
Don't you think that it is time kir us to give
and receive respect? It's my feeling that if we do,
then we'll all be able to do our thing.
_Toe Ekek
vice President
The Greyhound Corporation
F=)
CHURCH OF GOD EXECUTIVES - When the 68th An-
nual Convention of the Church of God met at Nashville,
Tenn, recently, plans were initiated to expand physical
facilities. Among the executive board members who
joined in the deliberations were: from left, M. J. Wat-
kins, Pontiac, Mich.; J. C. Hazelwood, Indianapolis; C. J.
Smith, Springfield, 0 h i o; Connie Keene, Detroit; and
Lewis Rogers, Knoxville, Tenn. Back row, from left, Pre.,
siding Bishop J. E. Evans, Knoxville, Tenn.; Ned Lewis,:
Indianapolis; H. C. Nesbitte, Nashville, Middle Teatime,'
see and assistant national overseer; Paul Williams, Chi.,
cago; W. K. Lane, Detroit; and Guilford Hill, Cleveland.-
Tenn.
MID-SOUTH'S FINEST
MOST COMPLETE
SUPER MARKETS
SOUTH MIDTOWN
1 232 E. SHELBY DRIVE 1620 MADISON
(WHITEHAVEN) EAST
5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
OPEN 2$M- CLOSEDSUNDAY
Be sure to save your Cash Register Receipts.
$6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!
fresh ground HAMBURGER
Patties
31b. pkg, or more
L ibby's
TOMATO JUICE
46-0/. Can 28c 2-Limit
Stark ist
TUNA Light MeatChunk Style
6'/,-Oz. 3/95 410 3
-Limit
Stokely's French Style Green
BEANS
17-Oz. 17c 3-Limit
MAYONNAISE 
Qt.Ht. 474 2-Limit
Red Seal
CHARCOAL BRIQUETTE
;s10-Lb. Bag5 9 cp 
Showboat
BEANS with Pork
14Y2
-0z.3/2 906-Limit
Arrnro..ese-ei LUNCHEON MEAT
12 Oz. Can4302-Limit
Blue Plate PEANUT BUTTER
Smooth 55
gF 18-0z.
Purina
DOG FOOD
25-Lb. Bag3.11
Fred Montesi
Pure Pork
Sausage
2 Lb. Bag 790
lb. 63$
CHOICE
Cubed
Steaks
1 LB $ 1 .1 9
Small Meaty
Spare
Ribs 30-Lb
1 to 3 Lb mo Box
Avg. Lb. Mg MI 40 $17.40
CENTER CUT CHUCK OR
SHOULDER CLOD U.S.D.A.
HEAVY
Beef 910
Roast lb.
Prices in the ad effective noon, Sept 1st, midnight thru
Sept. 8th 'we 'nerve the right to limit quantities. None
sold to dealers.
Carnation Choc., Choc.
INSTANT BREAKFAST Malt or Vanilla
6
-Env. Box 39C
Quick
QUAKER OATS
18-0z. Box 35c
Keeper's
BAGS For Lunches
50-Ct. Bag 23
STUFFED OLIVES
5-Oz, 3 5 gp
Dixie White
PLATES
100-ct.49 9 in Pkg
Gebhardt's
TAMALES in Chili Gravy
30-0z. Can 290
Underwood
Bevelled HAM
4-0z. 430 ••••••..1•14
Chef-Boy-Ar-Dee New Mini
RAVIOLI15-Oz.3/s
LEAN AND MEATY
Neck 18.1W
Bones 3"BOX
$2.99
Fresh Medium Meaty
3mo 5 Lb. Avg.
Spare
Ribs
Lb. 47$
30-Lb. Box $13.80
Wishbone Thousand Island
DRESSING
16-0z. 49(
PURE CANE
DOMINO
SUGAR 518BAG 90
a
a
a
a
'"U
• a
. a
a
".•
a
:pipapApj. pi 4'4)1' r4)\ 11#114/ 4141Z
SAVE FREDMTNTES1
PURE CANE
DOMINO
SUGAR
5 LB. 9c
BAG
With coupon and $5.00 additional put.
chase, excluding walk!, of coupon merchan•
(Ilse (Fresh milk products, antl-freeZil,Tur•
keys and tobacco also excluded In comet'.
and with state law.) Coupon expires
Wednesday noon, Sept. 8.
One Coupon Per Family Per Week
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Wilkins celebrates 40 years
with NAACP, 70th birthday
•••
"Since 1909, the Association has hit upon the main chitin-
[las of black aspirations and ambitions." When Roy Wilkins
trade that assessmeM of the NAACP to a group of reporters
sr the recent 62nd NAACP Annual Convention in Minneapolis,
hrspoke with the authority of a life-long participant.
ws On Monday, August 30, the executive director of the Na-
taut Association for the Advancement, of Colored People was
'Sin his 40 ye'ars of dedicated service on the national staff,
st, Wilkins helped build the Association membership from a
awdejst 70,000 in 1931 to a peak of 535.000 M the drama-packed
yNip of 1963 — the year of the memorable March on Washing-
for Jobs and Freedom, and of the tragic deaths by asses-
sizstion of Medgar Evers and President John F. Kennedy.
gILACP income in Mt amounted to 659.081 with a deficit of
$059"
.-goy Wilkins joined the NAACP staff in 1931 as assistant
sjereitary under Walter White who had been named execu-
Biro .secretary following the resignation of James Weldon John-
When Mr. White died in 1955, the Board of Directors chose
lire Wilkins to succeed him. In 1954, the year before he be-
came chief executive, NAACP membership totaled 240,000 with
argeneral fund income of $466,065. There were 1,350 branches,
yrith councils and college chapters.
Not only have income and membership been vastly ex-
ploded under Mr. Wilkins' leadership, but also the size of the
saff and the range of activities as well as the prestige and in-
of the organization — this despite the proliferation of
other organizations in the civil rights movement and despite
certain uninformed and irresponsible critcism of the Associa-
tion's program and objectives.
Mr. Wilkins would be the first to acknowledge that this
growth would not have been achieved without the dedication.
commitment and hard work of the officers, Board of Directors
and the staff of the NAACP. Nor without the changing climate
of opinion which increasingly recognizes racism as the nation's
No. 1 domestic problem. All of these forces, together with
the Association's great record over a period of more than six
decades, enhanced the Wilkins leadership of the organization
which Bishop Stephen G. Spottswood, NAACP Board Chairman,
in his keynote address at the Association's Minneapolis con-
vention, called "the oldest, largest, most experienced, most
successful, most consulted, most feared of all civil rights or-
ganizations."
It was Mr. Wilkins who introduced a pension plan to r
NAACP employees. Previously, there had been no retirement
plan. However, the Board of Directors, on occasion, voted an
annual stipend to a former employee who had resigned or re-
tired after long years of work for the Association. Also, it was
during the Wilkins regime that the NAACP Special Contribu-
tion 'Mind was established. Contributions to this fund are tax-
deductible for income tax purposes whereas memberships in
"red contributions to the Association proper are not deductible
*cause the Association is engaged in efforts to influence legis-
iron and maintains a Washington Bureau for that purpose.
• Is to the Special Contribution Fund may not be used for
'Ey legislative or political purpose or to maintain the NAACP
'Et an organization.
Other highlights during the 40 years of the Wilkins sera-
• to the NAACP, the Negro race and the nation have seen
Eportant Supreme Court decisions that clearly upheld theck man's right to participate fully in American society and
28e landmark legislation enacted by the Congress during the
-*sties. Included in these are the following:
The Smith v. Allwright decision in which the Supreme
410144
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Sous
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL. WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
13 H c
Ave. SA 7-9320248 Vasco
kIsraskir. Taoism
.YOUR Conway Makes What Yaw Ask Fee A4
Creates What Voie Think or
AUTOMOBILE REPAIRS
CASH OR CREDIT NO FINANCE CHARGt
I. Factory Rebuilt motors Installed on time.
2. Automatic Transmissions-Guaranteed on time,
3. Paint jobs - cash or on time.
4. All Body work and Wrecks built cash or easy pay-
ments, also Insurance jobs.
5. Air conditioning, cash or $5.00 per week.
6. All glass work.
7. Used and rebuilt auto parts.
COME TO SEE US-YOU WILL RE GLAD YOU DID.
JEFFCOAT MOTORS
291 Vdnut, Att. Downtown
PH. 526.0373
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Stop dripping faucets
A leak no bigger than a pencil line can cost you nearly
$30 a year. Plus a sewer charge for getting rid of it.
Plus electricity or gas, if it's the hot water faucet.
Our country's natural re-
sources are too precious
to waste. Use all you
need. But only what you
need. Don't wute water.
For • copy of our tree booklet. "Ton Ways
Ia Serf on Utility Bills." call 525-883f
or write Ten Ways, WOW, Memphis, 38101.
MEMPHIS LIGHT, GAS AND WATER DIVISION Ai
Court of the United States ruled that the State of Texas could
not bar Negro voters from participation in the Democratic par-
ty primary elections, 1944;
The McGhee v. Sipes case in which the Supreme Court
ruled that racially restrictive covenants are unenforceable in
courts of laws, 1948:
The Supreme Court ruling in the Heman Sweatt case open
mg up state-Unanced universities to Negro applicants. 1950:
The Brown v. Board of Education. Topeka. Kansas, deci
ston in which the Supreme Court banned segregation in pub-
lic education. 1954: and
The Civil Rights Act, 1957. 1960 and 1964: the Voting Rights
Act, 1965 and its extension, 1970; and the Civil Rights Act,
with its fair housing provision. 1968.
ADDRESSES UNION
SAN FRANCISCO — NAACP Executive Director Roy Wil-
kins this week called upon the American Federation of Teach-
ers to police the Federal Government's administration of edu-
cation laws. His appeal came as he addressed the civil risifhls
luncheon at the 55th convention of the 250.000-member teach-
ers' union on August 17. The AFT honored the civil rights lead-
er with its Stillman Award.
Mr. Wilkins stated that the union "should be continuously
alert and active' on the administration of funds under Title I
of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act."
"In the light of its recent antics in the field of edu.'ation.
the Nixes Administration's official arts on Title 1 funds must
be watched closely." he said. "In view of the pronouncements
and threats of the President as to the employment of the bus-
ing of children to facilitate the desegregation of schools, it
would not be exactly astonishing to find government officials
condoning the misuse of Title I funds."
Mr. Wilkins noted that -there is widespread use of Title
I funds by local authorities for existing programs" rather than
for programs to improve education in the slums. ''No one
should mistake the welfare of the School Establishment for the
welfare of the children."
He warned that "Negro Americans are determined to wipe
out substandard education for their children and they will ad-
Jerome Shuman, I left a 51 ash. D.C. lawyer, and Morris
A. Sims, a federal employee for nine years, have both been
named to head two new departments created by the U.S.
Dept, of Agriculture, according to Secretary Clifford V.
Hardin. Shuman will head the newly created Office of
Equal Opportunity within the Dept. of Agriculture, and
Sims will be Deputy of personnel.
Don't you deserve it? After all..
In brewing Bud, our choice is
to go all the way. We hope beer
matters enough to you that you
too will go all the way.
ROY WILKINS
vocate their cause in every type of forum until they reach
their goal."
The award presented to Mr. Wilkins memorializa Charles
B. Stillman, founding president of the AFT. It is presented
annually to the individual who is judged to have made signifi-
cant contributions to improving the quality of education in the
nation
Allied opens
1,000th store
FORT WORTH. Tex. — Al.
lied Radio Shack, a Tandy
Corporation Company
(NYSE), opened its 1000th
store July 8, in Garden
Grove, California.
The 1000th store opening
marks an increase of over
42% in the number of Allied
Radio Shack stores. from
700 just one year ago. Com-
oany spokesmen claim this
ada. Present plans call for
a total of 1500 stores by
1973, and increased compa-
ny-owned manufacturing fa.
eilities to keep pace with
this rapid growth.
The 5,500 sq. ft. store at
12821 Knott st. in Garden
Grove is part of a newly
erected at 128,000 sq. ft.
building which also houses
the compatay's western reg.
is an event unparalleled in ional offices and warehouse,
American business history.
When originally acquired ori$ Cori Carson out of town
by Tandy Corporation in 0
1963, the company had only
Massachusetts. There are MOVING VANS
now Allied Radio Shack
stores in 49 states and Can-
nine stores in Boston, E-WAY
indweise'
SHOP
Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!
SUPER RIGHT SEMI
BONELESS
HAMS HAL vEs Le 680
5 LB. PI(6 OR MORE
GROUND 69tBEEF LB
GOLDEN RIPE
BANANAS
LB 10 CI
REYNOLD'S
ALUMINUM •79
FOIL 12..x25. Alp
FRESH
SPARE
RIBS MEDIUM
ALL PURPOSE
WHITE 99
POTATOES
2018.BAG
JANE PARKER
SANDWICH 9
BREAD 4
32 OZ. RETURNABLE BOTTLES
COC
a PLUS
A DEPosiT
COLA 4 32 OZ. 8BTLS.
MEMPHIS STORES ONLY
SULTANA
GARDEN
PEAS
SUPER
-RIGHT SEMI
BONELESS
HAMS
SI PET RICH I
SMOKED
HAM
(FULLY
COOKED)
17 OZ.
CANS
5
 
WHOLE LB.
B.4LSHANKPORTION
8
( 
PRICES EXPIRE SEPT. 4TH
423 N Cleveland 213 Friyser Blvd.5990 Hwy. 51 South 2833 Lanair Ave.
1500 S. La..derdale 3361 Park Ave.
3200 Parkins Rd. South 204 Poplar Ave.
4770 Poplar Aye. 3173 Summer Ave.
4780 Summer Ave.
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Manner of
walking
EntPloi
Enemy
4. Sole time
;IC Collect into •
we heap
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19. Type of mep
4/. 5zrneaeycl
informatton
II. Float On water
:24. - - - Moines,
lowa
'25. Gave ear
49. Principal ectoi
2. Estst
43. Points of iirn
15. Be in debt
,$6. Deported
Is. Literate
.40. Pekoe beverage
42. M, hirl
f•acl
satisfe:'riore
44. Diminish
50. Gives
52. Gazed inlsetty
1 5 6 I .i
'lll 13 hill
15 16 17
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19
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I
33Ill32 34
3llSilS4 39
41
IS 1 15 44
50 51 52
5.1 54
57 3 59
53. CI.ak used es S Subjects to
weepon extortion
54. Aicisealic liquor
16. Orsien of flight
6?. Snow vehicle
54. Behoid
$9. Satisfy 'fully
DOWN
I. Burr
2. Ciirta fruit
3. Spoken
4. Stop
5. OtI
6. And not
7. Require
9. Forefather
10. Covers with
frosting
II. Decisive trial
lb. Stitched
IS. Performed, elan
action
20. Lost
23. 39.37 inches
25. Siefule
29. Anger
27. Goma of words
29. Dis:ourage
-th10094 fear
30. Yenerat.on
31. Seeder)
34. Sharply inclined
37. Served
39. Jostles
41. Lifetime
43. Upper limbs
44. Calf meet
45. Does wrong
47. Opera melody
48. Canvas shelter
49. Br/nk ;f a cliff
51. Prosecute
judicially
55. Myself
Video Vignettes
IF PHYSICIANS AND patients have a better un-
derstanding of each other today, one can give a lot
of credit to television. And one of the vehicles re-
sponsible for this phenomenon is ABC-TV's highly-
rated series, "MARCUS WELBY, M. D.," starring
veteran actor ROBERT YOUNG in the title role and
ed.-starring JAMES BROLIN as Welby's handsome
yo-ung associate, DR. STEVEN KILEY. Through their
portrayal of physicians, Young and Brolin have done
much to "humanize" men of medicine as even mem-
bers of the staid American Medical asso. will admit.
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IS MONDAY, SEPT. 13
Channel Five is taking charge of
6:30 PM. And we re filling it with
a rich assortment of television
treats-comedy, drama, music,
games and variety. 6:30 on tv 5.
Every night of the week.
MONDAY
Let's make a Deal
TUESDAY
IRONSIDE
WEDNESDAY
DRAGNET
THURSDAY
David Frost Revue
FRIDAY
LaNCeR
SATURDAY
Primus
fifsNEY
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TV PREVIEW
WMC.TV
CHANNEL 5
6:53 TV Chapel
7.00 Today
7:25 Today Mid-South
7:30 Today Show
8:25 Today In Memphis
8:30 Today Show
9:00 Romper Hoorn
9:30 Concentration
10:00 Sale Of Century
10:30 Wwood Squares
11:00 Jeopardy
11.30 Who. What or Where
12:00 On-Scene News
12:30 Memory Game
1:00 Days Of Lives
1:30 Doctors
2:00 Another World
2:30 Bright Promise
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Big Valley
430 Hazel
500 On-Scene News
SUNDAY
SEPT. 5
7:15 Television Chapel
7:20 Miss Game & Elsh
7:30 The Lewis Family
8:25 Religious News
8:30 The Florida Boys
9:30 The Orin Maya Show
10:00 Cartoon Carnival
11:00 Magicland
11:30 Jambo
12:00 Meet The Press
12:30 Closeup
1:00 Movie
2:30 Movie
130 Alfred Hitchcock
4:00 Fran Tarkenton
4:30 Beale Street Special
5:00 Comment
5.30 NBC Sunday New,
6:00 On-the-Scene News
630 The Won. Wrist. Di,,
7:30 Cat &Wort
800 Bonanza
9:00 The Bold Ones
10:00 On-Ole-Scene News
10:30 Adam
-12
11:00 Channel 5 Movie
12:30 Final Report
12:35 TV Chapel
EVENING
MONDAY
SEPT. 6
6.00 NBC Nightty News
6:30 Cat Benoit
7,00 Joe Gargiola's World
7:15 Major League Baseball
AV World Premiere Movie
10:00 News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12.05 TV Chapel
TUESDAY
SEPT. 7
600 NBC Nightly News
ti 30 Haber To America
7.00 Make Your Music
8 00 First Tuesday
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10'30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12.05 TV Chapel
WEDNESDAY
T. 06.30 The SMEePnFrom Shiloh
800 The Quarterly Report
9.00 The Golddiggeris
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
THURSDAY
SEPT. Si
A7n1d0relermengi' dHearry Belatonte
8:30 Get Smart
o% Julie Andrews and
Harry Belafonte
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
FRIDAY
SEPT. 10
6:30 High Chaparral
7.30 Name Of The Game
9:00 Strange Report
10:00 On-the-Scene News
10:30 The Tonight Show
12:00 Newe And Weather
12:05 TV Chapel
SATURDAY
SEPT. 11
6,00 Decisions: Decisions!
6:45 TV Chapel
6:50 The Mid-South Furnace
7:30 Heckle & Jeckle Show
8:00 Woody Woodpecker
8:30 The Bugaloos
9:03 Doctor Doolittle
9:30 The Pink Panther
10:00 H.R. Pufnstut
10:30 Here Comes Grump
11:00 Hot Dog
11:30 Talent Showcase
12930 Hitchcock Presents
12:30 Swing Shift
1:00 NBC Maj. Lea. Base.
4:00 The Country Place
4:30 The Rhodes Show
5:00 Porter Wagoner Show
5,30 The Wilburn Brothers
8:00 Peggy Fleming at Sun
Valley
9.00 51st Miss America
Pageant
11:00 On-The-Scene News
11:30 The Channel 5 Movie
130 News And Weather
135 TV Chapel
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MONDAY THRU FRIDAY
WREC-TV
CHANNEL 3 •
6.15 Summer Semester
615 Above Clouds
7:90 Good Morning
:50 News
8:15 Capt. Kangaroo
9:00 Lucy
9:30 Beverly Hillbillies
10,00 Family Affair
10:30 Love Of Life
11:00 Where The Heart /a
11.30 search For
Tomorrow
12:00 News
12:30 World Turn.
1:00 Love In.
1.30 Guiding Light
2:00 Secret Storm
2:30 Edge Of Night
3,00 timer Pyle
3:30 Early Movie
5:00 New.
5:30 Walter Cronkite
SUNDAY
SEPT. 5
6:58 Sign On
7.00 Summer Senaeater
7,30 Songs Of Praise
8:00 Tom And Jerry
8.30 Penelope Pitetop
9:00 Day Of Discovery
9:30 Look Up And Live
10:00 Camera Three
10:30 Pace The Nation
11:00 The Monroe,
1200 Early Movie
2:00 Pinpoint
2:30 AAU Track
4:00 Laurel And Hardy
4:30 Where', Huddles
5:00 New.
5:30 News
6:00 Lassie
6:30 Animal World
7:00 Comedy Playhouee
7:30 Sonny And Cher
8:30 Six Wives Of Henry
10:00 CBS News
10:30 Jerry Lewis Telethon
12:00 With This Ring
12:15 New. And Weather
12:20 Sign Off
EVENING
MONDAY
SEPT. 6
6:30 Gunernoke
7:30 Here's Lucy
6:00 Mayberry R.F.D.
8:30 Doris Day Show
9:00 CBS Special
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
TUESDAY
SEPT. 1
6:30 Beverly Hillbillies
7:00 Green Acre,
7:30 Cimarron Strip
9:00 CBS Newer Hour
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 8
6:30 You Are There
7'03 If You Turn On
8:00 Medical Center
9,09 Hawaii Five-0
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
THURSDAY
SEPT. 9
8:30 Family Af fair
7:00 Geographic Special
8:00 Thursday Night 5foole
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 News And Weather
12:05 Sign Off
FRIDAY
SEPT. 10
6:30 The Interns
7:30 Focus On Memphis
8:00 Friday Night Movie
10:00 Ten O'Clock Seen
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Johnny Scott Show
12:30 News
12:35 Sign Off
SATURDAY
SEPT. 11
6:30 Beaver
7:00 Bugs Bonnie
7:30 Scooby
8:00 Globetrotters
8:30 The Hair Bear Bunch
9,00 Pebbles"And Barn Barn
9:30 Archte's
10:00 Sabrina
10:30 The Pussycats
11:00 The Monkees
11:30 You Are There
1200 CBS Film Festival
100 Mid South Talent
Revue
2:00 Early Movie
3,00 U.S. Open Tennis
5:00 Perry Mason
5:30 Newa
6:00 Buck Owens
6:30 Mission Impossible
7:30 My Three Sons8:00 Arnie
8:30 Mary Tyler Moore
9:00 Mannix
10:00 Ten O'Clock News
10:30 Late Movie
12:00 Award Theatre
1,30.News And Weather
1:35 Sign Off
WKNO-TV
Channel 10
SUNDAY.
SEPT. 5
1.00 Toy That Grew Up
2:30 The Stanch:veils
3:00 Navy Film Of Week
3:30 Insight
4:00 Court Of Reason
5:00 Pro Tennis
6:30 Book Beat
7:50 Evening At Pops
8:00 Masterpiece Theatre
9:00 Fanfare
MONDAY THRU
FRIDAY, NOTE
DAILY CHANGES
2:00 Children', Fair
2:30 Journey
3:00 Seaame Street
400 What's New
430 The Way It Se
5:00 All Aboard
5:30 Mieterogere
OM Science In Action
6:30 Travel,
7:00 World Peens
WHBQ-TV
CHANNEL 13
6,30 Devotional
6:55 News
7:00 Cartoon Time
7:45 Capin Bill
0:00 Jack Latent.
8:30 Galloping Gourmet
9:00 Dial S Movie
10:55 'Naves
11:00 Bewitched
11:30 Love Am. Style
12:00 Vol Graham
12:30 Make Deal
1:00 Newlywed Gam.
1:30 Dating Game
2:00 General Hospital
2:30 One Life
3:00 Password
3:30 Real McCoys
4:00 Gilligan's Island
4:30 Eyewitness News
5:00 ABC News
SUNDAY
SEPT. 5
-7100 Science Action
7.30 Church
8:00 Southern Church
8 30 Christ Is Answer
9:00 Herald Of Truth
9:30 Oral Roberts
10:00 Insight
10.30 Sacred Heart
10:45 Bellevue Rapt
12:00 Preen Coot.
12:30 limes fa Anewers
1:00 Million $ Movie
2:30 Twilight Zone
2:45 Physicians Mutual
3:00 Blacks
3:30 Twilight Zone
COO Sunday Showcase
5'00 Sun. Showcase
6'00 Marcus Welby
7:00 The FBI
8,00 movie
15:00 Your Life
10:39 Eyewitness News
11.00 I SOY
EVENING
MONDAY
SEPT. 6
6.30 Let's Make Deal
7:00 Newlywed Game
7:30 Very Good Year
8:00 Movie
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Suspenee Theater
11,30 Dick Cavett
1:00 Nightcap Neon,
6.30
7:39
930
10:00
10'30
11:30
1:04)
TUESDAY
SEPT. 7
Mod Squad
Movie
Call Of West
Eyewitness Nene
Suspense Theater
Dick Cavett
Nightcap News
WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 8
6:30 Eddie's Father
7;00 Room 222
7:30 5th Dimension
8:30 Rex Hubbard
0:30 NFL Action
10:00 Eyewitness New,
10:30 Suspense Theater
11:30 Dick 'Cavett
1:00 Nightcap News
THURSDAY
SEPT. 9
6:30 Smith And Jones
7:30 Bewitched
8:60 Danny Thomas
2:30 Dan August
8:30 Mueic Festival
930 Dialogue
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Suspense Theater
11:30 Dick Cavett
FRIDAY
SEPT. IS
1:00 Nightcap New,
6:30 Brady Bunch
7.00 Nanny & Prof
7:30 Partridge Family
8:00 That Girl
9:00 Love Amer. Style
10:00 Eyewitness News
10:30 Bill Dance
11:0() Sports Challenge
11:30 Dick Cavett
1:00 Nightcap New.
SATURDAY -
SEPT. 11
7:25 Devotional
7:30 Heroes & Heroin.
8:00 Lancelot Link
9:00 Jerry Lewis
9:30 Doubledecker•
10:00 Hut Wheels
10:30 Sky Hawks
11:00 Motor Mouse
11 .30 Hardy Boys
12:00 Am. Bandstand
100 Million 3 Movie
2:15 Phy. Mutual
2:30 Wrestling
4:90 Wide World of
5:30 Talent Party
6:30 Lawrence Welk
7:30 Vol Doonican
8:30 Movie of Week
10:00 Eyewitness New•
10:30 Roller Derby
11:30 Fantastic Features
8.00 Realities
9:00 Cris. Of American
Newspaper
TUESDAY,
SEPT. 7
4:30 Navy Film
6:00 Legacy
7:00 Perspective On
Violence
5:13030 Minutes
8:30 Artists In America
Deaf
9:00 Sir Lawrence Oliver
WEDNESDAY.
SISPT. 8
6:00 Music For Cello
7:00 French Chef
7.30 Boboquivar1
8:00 Firing Line
9:00 Court Of Reason
THURSDAY,
SEPT. 9
6:00 Legacy
7:00 Review Washington
7:30 Insight
8:00 To Be Announced
8:30 Book Beat
9:00 National Theater Of
m 
'10 
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DAVE SMITH
12'A.M.- 3A.M.
"Me Nighthawk'
on the Prowl
. Solid Soul
1070
24 Hours
AQUARIUS iJan 21 - Feb 191: Posi-
tive action will pay dividends today.
You have been procrastinating and
prevaricating for too long. Now is .the
time for detiaion.
PISCES (Feb 20 - Mar 201 You
Mill encounter opposition and find it
overwhelming. This is a day of de-
feats and you had better make up
your mind to accept them with good
grace Your turn for dominance will
come
ARIES (Mar 21 • Apr 201: You may
find yourself the centre of a small
domestic upset. Tempers will be frayed
by trivial irritations. Try to restore
sanity and good humour by exercising
your charm.
TAURUS (Apr 21 - May 211, An un-
happy day for animal-lovers; pets
are likely to need attention. Other-
wise an unexciting, even dull day of
unrelieved routine tasks.
GEMINI May 22 - Jun 21) It
looks as if your personal intercession
VIII be required today in some dif-
ference of opinion. But take care not
to get involved. And wetch your spend-
ing: there are signs that you will
be teinpted beyond your means.
CANCER (Jun 22 - Jul 231: Refuse
to be drawn into a discussion decrying
a newcomer to your district. If you
cultivate this person in question you
will find you have made an excellent
Intend. A good evening for group ac-
tivities.
LEO (Jul 24 - Aug 23): The signs
+show the fulfillment of • minor am-
bition. Take care with your appearance
today; you are being observed by
someone you wish to impress. A good
day for settling accounts.
VIRGO (Aug 24 - Sep 23). Good
HOROSCOPE1
nc w DAISY:
COLO. - rdiLlsDs161 WALK THE
glote 1.00-425-7i55
Line 2:50-6:20-9:40
'led, Ails 10 - Vincent
111",e•,s..z.l. PRICE
- COLOR-.'
A 0 Child
Free Parking Daily
day for tackling strenuous job,. Your
energy should be at its peak. A
letter will arrive from dome°oe long
silent. An offer will be made which
you may not wish to accept,
LIBRA (Sep 24 - Oct 23): Your
safety may be at risk today, so
take especial care when driving or
croasIng roads. Help on which you
were relying may be withdrawn owing
to illness.
SCORPIO (Oct 24 - Nov 221. It will
be difficult to get much done today.
The signs indicate conatant interrup-
tions Your money affairs seem to
need organising. You appear to be
well over your budget limit.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov 23 - Dec 201:
You should hear 'from a friend about
whom you have been wondering. A
Snag may develop in connection with
is project which seemed well on the
Way to completion. Lovers' tiffs are
probable.
CAPRICORN (Dec 31 - Jan 20t, A
quiet day Is In store for you. There
Will be an unusual absence of urgent
jobs to do. and you ahould find time
for relaxation. A member of opposite
sex will find you attractive.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY: Your popu-
larity will increase during the year
ahead. as your character matures.
More responaibillty will come your
way and Your Income should improve
commensurately. A very strong .roman-
tic overtcrne Is indicated toward, the
end of the tenth month.
On Your
Radio Dial
AM STATIONS DIAL
KSUD
KWAM
WD1A
WHBQ
WHER (ABC)
WLOK
WMC (NBC)
WMPS
WMQM
WPIP
WREC (CBS)
WTNN
FM STATIONS
KLYX
WCBC
WHBQ
WMC
WMPS
WREC
WTCV
rJIS
99%
1010_
500'
matt
1,1411.:
790
i3b
1-4B0
1590
600
1330
101..1
91.1
105 .9
99.7
102.7
10:15
LAST 13 DAYS/
Now 2-4 6-8-10
SHAFT': his name.
SHAFT': his game.
No One
Under 18-,
Unless
With Parent
MUSIC BISAA6'
HAYES
MG M Owlets 'SHAFT' Steens RICHARD ROUNDIREE Co Srenne MOSES GUNN,
.Sr,emolev hr ERNES1.11DYMAN end JOHN OF E4.ACK Seed wee the mr..el
ERNEST TIOYMAN hALIW by ISAAC HAVES PlOckl!gi hr JOEI, FREEMAN
Call:
Jackson 6-8 3 9
Win cash and and other prizes in our
summer contest.
A 5- S Ike
ALL THE PRIZES'LSHOWc,
Tri-State Defender
ENTER
Rules
1. Base on number sold June 26.
2. A base of 25 customers weekly.
3. Prizes awarded on highest number of
home delivery,
4. All carriers must agree to submit customer
route list at end of contest to be eligible for
prizes.
5. All contestants must be verified Defender
carriers.
Annual Carrier's Simfliéi intest
YOU CAN Enjoy the Fun ays
of Summer
• Earn Money
• Win Prizes
new
PRIZES ARE EASY TO WIN I I trI'
JUST SEE YOUR ROUTEMAN
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Sports Horizon
By BILL LITTLE
The Mid-South Sports Action, Inc. may have learn-
ed a few things from the smaller than expected crowd
which showed up for the Denver-Atlanta exhibition
which was played two weeks ago in Memorial
Stadium. Mike Lynn, who is the director of the Mem-
phis based group which has been drumming up support
for a pro football franchise locally, claimed last week
that 15,000 Shriners, in town for their regional con-
vention, failed to buy tickets as anticipated. Another
factor was the hot and muggy night.
' Then again many Memphians may not have felt
that a certain commercial which challenged fans to
out-do a crowd of 51,000 which had turned out to see
Detroit and the Jets earlier in Tampa was anything
more than an affront to their intelligence. Tampa had
been mentioned as a rival of Memphis as both cities
seek National Football League entrants when the cir-
cuit expands to 32 teams.
JETS BATTLE PATS
_For next Friday's exhibition between the N e w
Voilk Jets and the New England Patriots in Memorial
a-crowd of better than 30,000 is expected The indica-
te. for this forecast was the record advance sales
anymunced last week. The $102,000 in across the counter
ales represented the highest amount ever one week
bore a pro exhibition here. The projection should
.isiy pass the turnstile count of 22,474 which watched
Atlanta upend Denver.
With Joe Namath already on the sidelines follow-
a knee operation in the Jets' first pre-season tilt
with Detroit, and John Bramlett traded away to
Green Bay after the Memphian was chosen as New
England's most valuable player last season, the game
lolt two of its strongest local appeals. There will be
a-seldom mentioned Memphian in the lineup when
tile Patriots go on defense.
Veteran tackle Houston Antwine is one of the
feStr original American Football League players still
aiinind. When this writer visited the New England
cainp in Amherst on the campus of the University
of-Massachusetts in 1969 Antwine kept reminding the
roakies of their subordinate positions. Antwine, several
times a member of the All-AFL squad, played for
JoInny Johnson at Manassas and went on to star at
Siiithern Illinois in the early sixties. Antwine is in
the sporting goods business in the Boston area and re-
sides in nearby Melrose, Mass.
7". Coach John Mazur of the Pats and Weeb Ew-
bilk, the only coach to lead a team from each
!wive to a championship, will be getting a final look
atheir players before next week's league openers.
Steve Kiner, who supported Duane Thomas in his
dispute with Dallas, will start in Bramlett's lineback-
ing- spot. Kiner, who starred at Tennessee two sea-
sons back, was traded to New England by the Cow-
boys this summer
GettheBest
UsedCarsitemthe
GstMoreDealer!
MSHER /15 tioAvL
Attention Churches
The Tri-State Defender seeks all news from church
organizations wishing publicity for their various
social functions It shall not be the policy of this
paper to (Iv a charge on indlY ;duals or groups
seeking publication for such publicity Our re-
quest is that news be typed double-spaced whenever
possible as handwriting Is occasionally illegible.
and that copy be submitted by Thursday of each
week for the next edition. Pictures of individuals
.small groups are welcomed also at no charge
and will be used at the earliest convenience. We
cannot guarantee publication or return of any copy
or pictures, but we will try to serve you ... the
.einnmunity .
PREP GRIDDERS
Two nights of jamborees kicked off the prep sea-
son last week as M1AA teams usher in a new season
this week. The annual Jamboree is staged to help de-
fray the schools' insurance costs. The premiums have
increased since last season. Last Thursday night at
Halle in one quarter games Hamilton took the measure
of White Station, 6-0, Messick downed Oakhaven, 6-0,
Sheffield held a 6-0 edge over Harding, Lester blank-
ed Overton, 13-0, and Carver was explosive in an 18-0
whitewash of Kingsbury. In the latter fray Fr ank
Thaxton fired three touchdown passes. Thaxton, a
senior with two years of experience, is following in
the footsteps of brother James as Cobra signal callers.
The older Thaxton can be seen here when Tennessee
State plays Alcorn Sept. 25 in Memorial Stadium.
Coach John Merritt has switched Thaxton to a wide
receiver at TSU.
On last Friday night at Whitehaven only Fairley
could carve out a win in the Jamboree, edging Gee-
ter, 6-0. Battling to scoreless quarters were Hillcrest
and Catholic, Mitchell and Bishop Byrne, and White-
haven and Westwood. At Halle Wooddale over East,
8-6, Melrose whipped Northside, 8-0. Treadwell nip-
ped Ridgeway, 6-0, and CBHS and Washington were
scoreless. At Firestone Douglass beat Tech, 6-0, Tre-
zevant whipped South Side, 6-0, Central shut out Fray-
ser, 13-0, and Westside took the measure of Manassas,
6-0.
HAMILTON VS. MELROSE
Melrose, beaten last November by Murfreesboro
in the State Playoffs, will get a real test tonight (Fri-
day) when Hamilton moves into Melrose Stadium in
the prep headliner of the week. Both coaches should
learn plenty about their seasons after this hard hit-
ting encounter.
Ford opens
grid tests
Registration for the 11th
annual Punt, Pass and Kick
competition has opened
with more than 1,100,000
boys expected to participate
in the youth program spon-
sored by the National Foot-
bat League and the Ford
Dealers of America.
More than 1-million bo ys
have taken part in the pro-
gram each of the past three
years, with over 7 million
participants during PP&K's
10-year history.
Registrations are being ac-
cepted through September
30th participating Ford deal-
erships throughout the coun-
try. Registrants must be ac-
companied by a parent or
legal guardian. There is no
FOR SALE BY
U.S. GOVERNMENT
VETERANS
ADMINISTRATION
4421 Beacon KU! 39.950
5 rooms./ bath. W/3,1100 Dn.
35E.Biscayne Rd 314,175
6 rooms, I bath. FR $175 Dn.
2630 Dakar $10,250
.5 rooms. 1 bath. FR $250 On.
1485 Gabay $ 6.450
4 rooms, 1 bath, FR No Down
Payment
1798 Kendale $15.950
.11 rooms, 32 Baths.
Stucco I FR $2500,.
970 E. Person Aye. $9,830
5 rooms, 1 bath
AspliS $100 On.
1157 E. Ryder Pf. $6,800
7 rooms. 1 bath. FR All Cash
VA TO MAKE NO REPAIRS
OR U77L1TY CHECK
1359 Redbud Road $14,300
5 rooms, 1 bath. B V$250 Dn.
NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN BUY
Long term, 74% Loans Available
See Any Broker
====== Millo1111111
entry fee.
See your local Ford dealer
for entry information.
Punt, 'Pass and Kick pits
boys aged 8 through 13 only
against other boys their own
ages in tests of distance
;and accuracy in passing
punting and place-kicking a
football. There is no body
contact during the camped
t i o n, a n d participation
doesn't impair a boy's ama-
teur standing.
Scoring in each of the six
levels of competition is bas-
ed on distance and accura-
cy. A boy receives one
point for every foot of dis-
tance in punting, passing
and kicking. while one point
is subtracted for every foot
off a center line.
Six winners in each com-
petition - one in each age
group - move up to com-
pete against winners from
other areas in the next
level of the contest.
CLASSIFIED ADS
HOME FOR SALE
Glenbrook St 4232 - 3 bedroom horns -
$11.499 • $109 down - 1194.62 per no. for
240 mo.. 5 pct annuls; pet rate. Good
condition fenced yard. owner financed.
Call for appt .1.111. Raines Pb. 31134100.
or 4101-252-21124
GREENS-GREENS-ORE/CRS
$3-per bushel . You Pull $4 pet
bushel . . . We Pull . . Bring Basket
4160 RI-way SI South On
207 West Raines Read
LADIES
Earn $300/mo or more part-ttmel
Set your own working hours. Decide
for yourself how much you will earn.
No experience necessary. We'll train
you to demonstrate our beauty prod-
nets made exchuilvely for Macke.
Flurry-Write Julia P.O. Boa 111011.
Shreveport. Louisiana mai
APPLIANCE
L. L RATION It. G. MILLS
Co.
L. L GATLIN 111.
• 3431 SWAMI 3244404
• 3237 POPUUL  6112-1441.
• 31111 THOMAS (NWY. SI N.)  35S-4555
'2174 LAMAS 4  743-5370
• 4255 HWY. SI SOUTH  394-09115
ALL nuoidiunitarrstwascss CARRY 5 YEAR
NATIONINIGI FACTORY WARRANTY
Frigidaire!
Flowino Sleet
DRYER
Frigidaire!
Jo Adios, 1.111
Model WAS
WASHER
'199' 
Pa y se Au's
terivalleat Paig Pied
IPPOMM1641M.6
Frigidoiro Frost-Proof
with 154-lb. size freezer
$29995
RI 1
Medal OW-WP
Frigidaire Dishmobile
loads easy,
cleans liko crazy!
Slanted top design lowers
frost opening, makes leading
a snap • Super-Surge wash-
ing sebon-neetts lithe or no
proilsOw 4 Cyefes-ia-
drag NsW Warmer.
$15995
Frigidaire Waage totems Aft
eft door, big storage dreerr
Closed Sunday
$189"
Meg
flea.
II
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Will Give You More rood for
Less Money . . . . and you'll still get
TOP VALUE STA PS!
WHITE, COLORS or DECORATED
SCOTTOWELS
5
I3 JUMBO
ROLLS
$
BANQUET
DINNERS
ALL VARIETIES EXCEPT BEEF
& HAM
3 $FOR 
11 OZ
CLOVER
VALLEY.
PEACHES
EESTuNL HALVES
4 FOR
1 LB 130Z
OLD KEG
ROOT BEER
BOT L4
KROGER
,f I (I
BREAD
1 LB $
4 OZ
LOAVEf,
ALL FLAVORS
BIG K DRINKS
12-0Z. I 0
CAN
4
100
EXTRA
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
with this coupon
and $5.00 purchase,
occluding tobacco and
Allah or frozen milk
products and In addl.
610.1 to any other pur-
chase requirement.
Good thru Tues., Sept
7. Limit on..
•
U.S. CHOICE
TENDERAY
ROUND STEAK
OR BONE IN SWISS STEAK
Le.970
U.S. CHOICE
TEN DERAY
BOSTON ROLL
BONELESS ROAST
980
CALIFORNIA
"COIT"
CANTALOUPES!
3 FOR $
COUNTRY CLUB
ALL-BEEF
HAMBURGER
5-LB. PKG.
3.25
FRESH, LEAN
BOILING BEEF
LB 290
UARTER-
PO LI
ED
LOIN
10 to 14 AVG.
CENTER-CUT
Of
ENO CHOPS LB.
MIXED PARTS
FRYING
CHICKEN
FAMILY28
PAK
LB.
•^1111.1- vow
QT. COKE
for$1
PLUS DEPOSIT
With this coupon and
116.00 additional put-
chase, excluding to-
bacco and fresh or
frozen milk products.
Good theu Tuesday.
Sept. 7. limit One.
(Subleet to applicable
State & Local Taxes).
RED
POTATOES
20 LB
BAG
TENDER Fill SH
YELLOW
CORN
10 EARS89
SUNNYSLOPE
PEACHES
BONUS COUPON "roan
• • •
FOR EXTRA -'
TOP VALUE STAMPS
25 with 12-lb. ova. Ms ValueSandwich Cookies
frwith 2-lbs. Of more Ground
U Chuck, Round or Chopped
Sirloin
so with S pkgs. •  or CenteI
.
Cut Pork Chops
with 2 pkgs. Pryer Breast, LiMs or
Thighs
a
with 2 pkgs. Cut-Up Frying Chicken'
Ai:an, any pkg. Rer-11-0 50isNI
with a 1-1b. Of. Kentucky Pork
Sausage
-e
C with • I -lb. pkf. Kentucky Farm Pork
rc./ Sausage 
25 with any I-os. or 00.0:. WNW; BBC
bunch Meat
i..25 With any pkg. Mrs. 
(25 with any pkg, SeaPak Seafood25  with 1 heads Lettuce 
25 with Jec or more 'Moans.
,5 with 3-10g Onions
ak .... with 12 LemonS 
25 With a Watermelon
'125 
5 
 
with 5451. Potatoes
',Ow" 10
tap. 517171
11
12
_13
....1
4111.
011
ALL S 11101105 OM !MILTS P.M.
4 .•4 •••ii .4 ft 15 4".04.404'.6.4 * V AA' 4 4
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B.B. King honored by city, friends, fans
Here B. B. meets with a group of fans enroute to
Handy Memorial Park for the dedication ceremon-
ies.
Members of the Blues-ettes, follow-
ed by B. B. and many TV and radio
personalities are seen here leaving
City Hall after Mr. King had receiv-
Here, B. B., swamped by micro-
phones attempts to answer questions
for newsmen in the conference room
Members of the "Blues-ettes" chosen for the hon-
oring occasion were (left to right) Hazel Harris,
Betty Garrett, Phyllis Harris, Joyce Graham and
nom
ed se%eral declarations from city,
county and state officials honoring
him on "B. B. King Day".
at City Hall before his scheduled
meeting with Mayor Loeb.
B. B. Is seen here discussing plans for his next
stop while touring the oity on "B. B. Ring Day".
(
V
Mary Freeman. The Blues-eties officially welcom-
ed B. B. to "his home" for the people of Memphis.
Riley E. "B.B." King, and his famous guitar Lucy,
pause during a performance at the Club Paradise.
B. B., with his mother and father present during
the welcoming ceremonies at city hall, listens at-
tentively to the speakers as they praised B. B. for
his contributions to music.
.P 1.4
Meeting his people, B. B. King pauses to sign
autographs while visiting local businesses enroute
to ceremonies honoring the King himself, and
W. C. Handy, the "father of the blues".
State Senator J. 0 Patterson, Jr.
(right) presents a proclamation to
B. B. from the state Senate declar-
Charles Evers (at microphone), tak-
ing time away from his gubernato-
rial campaign in MIssissippi, t o
honor B.B. here in Memphis, since as
A hard days' work, for B.B.
Riley E. King and "Lu-
cy", has famous guitar, re-
turned to Memphis last
week for ceremonies honor
sag them both and putting
B.B. through a rigorous 5.
hour "work-out" on a day
that neither the Blues Boy
nor his Memphis fans will
ever forget.
For B.B., It was one of
the most important day hi
his life . . . Or as he put
it . . ."The only day of
my life thot I felt happier
was the day my daddy told
me I was his son . . ."
Those familiar with the
art of B. B. King particu-
larly those who remember
his early days in Memphis,
called him Beale
Street Blues Boy", later
his name was shortened to
B. B. •
King and his guitar "Lu-
cy" were honored I a s t,
week, August ri as state,
county, and city government
officials declared it "B, B.
King Day."
Sponsored by the Shelby
County Democratic Club,
the day started at 5:80 a.m.
for B. B. as he left New
York for Memphis.
Because of the usual
"back up," "stack up" and
limited boarding gates, Mr.
King was an hour late.
The pregram was endors-
ed by the Chamber of
Commerce, the Downtown
er Association and a num-
ber of other civic and re
liglous groups.
Activities in Memphis
began with a motorcade
from the airport to City
Hall where R.B. received
to the city presented by
Mayor Henry Lobe; lei-
lowing the presentation a
press conference was held.
The motorcade then pro-
ceeded to Handy Park on
Beale Street where a brief
ceremony was held, con-
sisting of a declaration by
Rev. James Lawson and a
History of the Blues read
by Lt. George W. Lee.
B. B paused and ;Aired
a wreath of flowers at the
Handy Memorial. The Mo-
torcade then embarked on
an autograph tour through
Memphis. After the tour, a
cocktails hour was held at
the Sheraton Pe abod y-
"Skyway". During which
various organizations pre-
sented M r. K ing with
awards.
Saturday at 9 p.m. the
Bluezettes were presented
at time Club Paradise, 646
Georgia. To show his appre-
elation, B. B. King enter-
tained the packed house
from 10 p.m. Saturday
night to 7:30 a.m. Sunday
morning, sing fog every
Blues song he ever record-
ed and some he hadn't.
During that early morn-
ing se90011 B. B. was
ed by Little Milton and
other recording artists.
You can bet B. B. won't
forget August 27, 1971 for a
long time to come. . .
Mg last Friday, August 27, as B. B.
King Day, and officially welcoming
the "Blues Boy" to the city.
Evers, put it, "he was born in Mis-
sissippi," prepares to introduce the
star to the impatient audience as
part of B.B. King Day activities.
.ludge Kenneth Turner, (candidate for Mayor)
sented B. 13. with a certificate appointing
Blues Boy as an auxiliary probation officer
hands him the badge to go with it at ceremonies
at the Sheraton-Peabody Hotel during a cocktail
hour held there. Photos by Irving Watkins
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